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The problem involved in this study was to determine the effects
of two different training modalities upon the empath'.c skills of 42
undergraduate college students who had selected some helping profession
as a career goal. An experimental design was developed wherein the 42
subjects were randomly assigned to two experimental groups and a control
group. One experimental group was given 16 hours of didactic instructions
in empathy skills, the other experimental group was subjected to 16 hours
of training in meditation. The control group participated in music lis
tening activities during the training period. Post-test empathy scores
for the two experimental groups were compared to each other and to the
control group.
It was also posited that different interpersonal skills may exist
within a single individual in comparable amounts. This probability led
to efforts to determine the relationship between empathic ability and
extra-sensory perception, which is the ability to perceive through other
than the usually identified senses. To obtain the ESP scores the Zener
ESP Test was administered to the three groups of subjects. The next step
was to find the coefficients of correlation between the ESP scores and
the empathy scores.
The data of the study were analyzed i.11 the following manner;
1. Group means were computed for the empathy test scores
and ESP scores of the subjects.
2. A re-test reliability coefficient was computed for the
empathy test scores of all subjects.
3. A randomized block analysis of variance was computed
and the appropriate significance levels were determined.
4. The empathy test mean scores for each group were anlayzed
by the _tj-test of significance.
5. A Pearson Product Moment Correlation was computed for the
empathy test scores and the ESP scores of each group inde
pendently .
6. A Pearson Product Moment Correlation was computed for the
empathy test scores and the ESP scores of the total group.
Findings
Testing of the hypotheses of the study resulted in the following
findings:
1. A _t-ratio of .66 with 13 degrees of freedom p > .519 was
not significant at the .05 level when the mean empathy scores
of the empathy group and the control group were compared.
2. A jt-ratio of 2.31 with 13 degrees of freedom and p > .038 was
significant at the .05 level when the mean empathy scores of
the meditation group and the control group were compared.
3. A _t-ratio of .88 with 13 degrees of freedom and p < .395 was
not significant at the .05 level when the mean empathy scores
of the meditation group and the empathy group were compared.
4. An F-ratio of 1.338 was not significant at the .05 level, for
the empathy scores of the empathy, meditation, and control
group.
5. An r of -.06 with p >.42 was not significant when the empathy
scores and the ESP scores of the empathy group were correlated.
6. An r of -.425 with p > .065 was not significant when the empathy
scores and the ESP scores of the meditation group were corre
lated.
7. An r of -.51 with p <.03 was significant when the empathy
scores and the ESP scores of the control group were correlated.
8. An r of -.37 with p <.008 was significant when the empathy
scores and the ESP scores of all subjects were correlated.
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Conclusions
Within the limitations of the study the following conclusions may
be drawn:
1. The null hypothesis of no significant difference between the
empathy scores of the empathy group and the control group is
accepted. Subjects trained in empathy did not earn signifi*-
cantly higher scores than subjects who did not receive training,
2. The null, hypothesis of no significant difference between the
empathy scores of the meditation group and the control group
is rejected. Meditation training indicates a trend toward
influencing higher empathy performance for subjects trained
in the technique,
3. The null hypothesis of no significant difference between the
empathy scores of the empathy group and the control group is
accepted. Empathy training did not have a significant effect
on empathy scores.
4. The null hypothesis that there is no significant difference be
tween the mean empathy scores of the empathy, meditation, and
control group is accepted. There were no significant inter
action effects of the total group of subjects.
5. The null hypothesis of no significant correlation between the
empathy scores and the ESP scores of the empathy group is ac
cepted. Subjects on the whole did not show similar levels of
performance on the empathy test and the ESP test.
6. The null hypothesis of no significant correlation between the
empathy scores and the ESP scores of the meditation group is
accepted. There is no relationship between the empathy test
performance and the ESP test performance of the subjects who
received meditation training.
7. The null hypothesis of no significant correlation between the
empathy test scores and the ESP test scores of the control
group is rejected. There is a positive relationship between
the empathy test performance and the ESP test performance of
the subjects in the control group.
8. The null hypothesis of no significant correlation between the
empathy test scores and the ESP test scores of the empathy,
meditation and control groups combined is rejected. There is
a positive relationship between the empathy test performance
and the ESP test performance of the total group of subjects in
the study.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The human service professional is a practitioner who functions in
many styles, and executes a variety of skills and techniques in his or
her interpersonal activities. Highly skilled and semi-skilled helpers
may assume very impactful roles in the lives of the individuals they en
counter. Healing factors have frequently been designated as traits, abil
ities, sensitivities and skills vested in the helping person. Concommitant
with the variables cited above, extra-sensory factors have been recognized
as possibly contributing to one's capacity to exert favorable influences
upon the lives of those who contract for helping services, A growing list
of helping traits and behaviors challenges educators and professional
trainers to determine which traits or behaviors should be developed in as
piring human service professionals. There is no reason to believe that all
of the helping behaviors or traits that can ameliorate the problem situa
tions of helpees have been identified.
Extensive research has been conducted to determine the traits which
when present in helping individuals can produce favorable change in the
problem situation of a patient or client. These traits were observed in
high-functioning individuals regardless of the specific role or function
they perform as professional helpers.1 The researchers cited below pro-
Robert R. Carkhuff and Bernard Berensons Beyond Counseling and
Therapy (New York: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, 1967), p. 47.
vide a summary of traits that are viewed as important to helping activities.
Wolfe asserts that whether one is a psychiatrist, psychologist, social
worker, nurse, physician, parent, teacher or counselor, the individual can
be effective in interpersonal relationships regardless of his theoretical
orientation. The inference is, that the traits or behaviors one employs
in the helping process is more important than the professional label assigned
to his function.
If a human service professional is capable, expresses interest in his
clients, maintains their confidence and is objective in his attitude, then
2
he will be viewed favorably by his clients.
Further focusing on the behaviors of human service professionals,
Benjamin believes the individual should cast aside any "mask," "facade" or
"professional equipment" that creates a barrier between the client and the
3
professional.
Three levels of understanding are emphasized by Benjamin as essential
ingredients for the execution of successful interpersonal relationships.
1. One should understand the client through the eyes of others.
2. Understand the client through one's own eyes.
3. Understand with the client.
■Hfolfe, The Counseling Skills Evaluation (Towson, Maryland: The Psy
chological Skills Corporation, 1972), p. 7.
Frank Robinson, Principles and Procedures in Student Counseling
(New York: Harper and Row, 1950), p. 40.
3
Alfred Benjamin, The Helping Interview (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co., 197-4), p. 37.
4Ibid., p. 42.
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Harvey and his associates sought to select lay counselors with cer
tain characteristics which are non-intellective. They attempted to select
persons who exhibited a sincere regard for others, tolerance and the ability
to accept people with values different from their own, a healthy regard for
self, a warmth and sensitivity in dealing with others and a capacity for
empathy. When persons, with the above characteristics, ventured in.to a
training program, according to Carkhuff, it provided them with improved
skill application in their human service activities.
Empathy, warmth and genuineness have been identified as superior
traits for counselors and other human service workers. The literature sec
tion of this study describes studies that lend support to this assertion.
Among lay human service workers and formally trained human service profes
sionals, the above traits were observed as being highly facilitative during
the helping process. According to evidence examined by Carkhuff, lay persons
can effect constructive changes in clients to as great a degree as profes
sional practitioners.3 The findings suggest that training is not the only
variable which contributes to the positive outcomes of human service activi
ties. There is evidence that some individuals may possess therapeutic traits
intrinsically. Arbuckle notes that lay therapists and lay helper groups such
as Alcoholics Anonymous and leurotics Anonymous have had well documented sue—
L. Vc Harvey, "The Use of Non-professional Auxiliary Counselors in
Staffing a Counselor Service." Jou_rnal_ of Cpunseling Psychology 11 (Novem
ber 1964).: 107-111.
2
Robert R. Carkhuffs "Critical Variables in Effective Counselor
Training." Journal of Counseling Psychology 16(March 1969): 238-245.
3
Robert R. Carkhuff, Helping and Human Relations, Vol. 4 (New York:
Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, 1969), p. 6.
cess in helping individuals resolve problems. Some individuals who have
been helped by quasi-untrained helpers have been unable to benefit from
professional helpers. On the basis of the foregoing observations, we may
reasonably assume that empathy and genuineness were expressed by the un
trained helpers that Arbuckle identifies.
In looking at the helping activities of a variety of practitioners
who reputedly offer help to clients through extra-sensory abilities, we
acknowledge the possibility that what has been labeled as extra-sensory
ability may be a level of empathy. One may also conjecture that these
practitioners may have provided other facilitative conditions that contri
buted to their helping roles. Many individuals of all intellectual, social
and economic levels engage their helping services. A brief profile of some
of these non-traditional practitioners is included in the section below.
Olaf Jonson has been a subject of extra-sensory experiments at Duke
University and the University of Virginia. He uses his psychic abilities
of telepathy, clairvoyance, picture transmission and mediumship to help
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solve crimes and assist individuals with their personal problems. Lab
oratory data and observations substantiated his unusual abilities.
Mrs. Eileen Garrett was probably the most scientifically studied
individtial with reputed extra-sensory ability. She has been subjected to
tests of psychology, extra-sensory perception, electro-encepthalography,
neurology, biochemistry, physiology, hypnosis and psychoanalysis. Many
Dougald S. Arbtjckle, "Counseling Effectiveness and Related Issues."
■Journal of Counseling Psychology. 15(September 1968): 430-435.
2
p, 189.
Bernard Steiger, ESP Your Sixth Sense (New York: Award Books, 1969),
famous psychologists, including Dr. Ira Progoff, Dr. Adolph Meyer, Dr.
J. B. Rhine and Dr. William McDougald, have observed and verified Mrs.
GarrettTs psychic fears. Due to what appears to be accurate readings,
predictions and psychic advice to many individuals, scientific investi
gators commissioned Mrs. Garrett's talents to be utilized exclusively in
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the research of psi abilities. Up until her death in 1970, she retained
her psychic abilities.
Mrs. Gloria Stewart, a noted medium and clairvoyant was subjected
to many laboratory tests to validate her extra-sensory abilities. For a
period of four years, she was subjected to innumerable card guessing ex
periments with rigid statistic controls. Her average scores on card
guessing was 25 per cent, indicating a 10-1 ratio that her extra-sensory
3
performance was not due to chance.
Observations of the above individuals represent a few of the studies
conducted to measure objectively the extra-sensory abilities of psychic
practitioners who have gained outstanding reputations for helping clients
through the use of clairvoyance, mediumship, readings, and advising. There
are several practicing psychics who have not been subjected to such objec
tive scientific study of their abilities, yet there are many individuals
who seek their helping services. Among the contemporary individuals who
reputedly utilize extra-sensory perception in their interactions with
clients are Jean Dixon, Jane Hudson, Omar, Jack Swartz, and Sybil Leek.
1Ibid., p. 173.
Stephen Tyler, ESP and Psychic Power (New York: Tower Publications,
Inc., 1970), p. 34.
^Benjamin Wolman, Handbook of Parapsychology (New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, 1977), p. 206.
Through a demonstration of their ahilities to feel or perceive the
emotions, feelings and thoughts of the communicant, these helpers exhibit
abilities that are regarded as beneficial to helping activities. It seemed
tenable to consider extra-sensory perception and empathy as acceptable skill
dimensions that might affect positive outcomes in interpersonal helping
situations.
The traditional therapeutic models have not sufficiently identified
all the variables of helping activities that produce the most favorable
change in a client's troubled situation. Extra-sensory perception might
prove to be a critical element of empathic communication. Walker sums up
this similarity in the statement:
Sometimes we have a feeling that we have
established a close relationship with ano
ther mind. In moments of relaxation and of
freedom from the compulsion of the ego, we
feel and understand one another in a way in
which we did not understand one another
before.-*-
Walker cites the growing feeling among parapsychologists that on
unconscious levels individual minds come into more intimate contact with
one another than we formerly believed to be possible. These statements
may be interpreted in the context of ideas about empathy.
Present theories relating to empathy define it as a process com
prising several dimensions. Insight is considered an aspect of empathy




by Dymond. Hastorf and Bender contend that empathy is a combination of
2
sensory, imaginative and intellectual processes. Arnold Buchheimer views
empathy as both an effective and abstracting process.-^ The more comprehen
sive aspects of empathy will be explored in the literature review of this
study.
The helping activities of individuals who claim to use extra-sensory
perception with helpees, do not preclude the possibility that empathic under
standing was expressed toward their clients. Empathy and extra-sensory
perception may interact in a manner similar to empathy, warmth and genuine
ness to enhance helping conditions. It may be that ways of increasing empa
thy may produce similar levels of extra-sensory perception in subject
responses.
Rationale
The identification and development of desirable traits and behaviors
for human service professionals has been the subject of several research
investigations. Studies conducted by Wrenn (1951), Mowrer (1951),5
Rosalind F. Dymond, "A Preliminary Investigation of the Relation
ship of Insight and Empathy." Journal of Consulting Psychology, 12 (January,
February 1948): 147-153.
2
Isaac Bender and Albert Hastorf, "On Measuring General Empathic
Ability" Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology 48 (January 1.953): 503.
3
Arnold Buchheimer and Samuel Carter, "An Analysis of Empathic
Behavior of Counselor Trainees in a Laboratory Practicum" American Psy
chologist (January, 1958): 352-361.
4
Charles G. Wrenn, Student Personnel Work in College (New York:
The Donald Press, 1951), p. 76.
0. H. Mowrer, "Training in Psychotherapy" Journal of Consulting
Psychology. 14(November, 1951): 274-279.
1 2
Patterson (1967), and Benjamin (1947), are representative of the re
search endeavors that have yielded significant information regarding the
traits of human service professionals that are functional in their inter
personal activities.
Among the traits that have been related to effective interpersonal
functioning, empathy has been designated as a favorable trait for human
service professionals. Kurtz and Grunman assert that there is little doubt
3
that there is a relationship between empathy and positive therapy outcomes.
In support of the above statement, Truax and Carkhuff contend that the level
of a therapist's accurate empathy determined the amount of intra-personal
exploration that takes place in a client. Intra-personal exploration is
considered to be a critical variable in the therapeutic process. Several
theorists cited in the literature agree upon the importance of empathy
as a beneficial trait for effective human service professionals.
Viewing helping activities from a psychoanalytic perspective, one
recognizes the existence of a number of human service practitioners who
claim to have extra-sensory ability. These individuals are engaged by
clients to provide help with their problems through the use of extra-sensory
perception. Sigmund Freud, in discussions of psychoanalysis and telepathy,
Charles Patterson, "The Selection of Counselors." In Research in
Counseling (Coluibus, Ohio: Charles Merrill Co., 1957), pp. 148-50.
2
Benjamin, The Helping Interview, pp. 56-54.
3
Robert R. Kurtz and Donald L. Grunman, "Different Approaches to
the Measurement of Empathy and their Relationship to Therapy Outcomes."
Clinical Psychology, 39 (August 1972) : 106-115.
Carl B. Truax and Robert R. Carkhuff, "Experimental Manipulation
of Therapeutic Conditions." Journal of Consulting Psychology. 29(June 1965)
119-124.
which is an extra-sensory trait, believes that there is a relationship
between psychoanalysis and telepathy.1 In spite of the significant role
that Freud has played in the development of helping activities, this re
searcher accepts the possibility that telepathy might be evident in other
helping activities, not just in psychoanalysis.
There are numerous references to the relationship of empathy to
extra-sensory perception as functions in helping interactions in the litera
ture. It seemed reasonable and challenging to investigate the degree to
which aspiring human service professionals reveal the traits of empathy and
extra-sensory perception. There is a strong possibility that both abili
ties may be operative in helping interactions with clients. It is also
tenable that the measure of an individual's level of empathy at a given
time may be positively related to a measure of his or her extra-sensory
ability. It is also tenable that extra-sensory ability may be another kind
of empathy.
It has been reported by Sigmund Freud that individuals in a dyadic
relationship, such as a therapist-client situation, transmit and receive
2
non-verbal messages and information through extra-sensory channels. He
further contends:
On the basis of much experience, I am inclined to
draw the conclusion that thought transference of this
kind comes about easily at the moment at which an idea
emerges from the subconscious or as it passes over the
primary process. In this manner strongly emotionally
colored thoughts and ideas can be successfully trans*-
1
George Devereaux, PgjycjraajiajLy_sig_ and the Occult (New York: Inter
national Universities Press, Inc., 1973), p. 81.
'Ibid., p. 81.
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ferred between individuals without difficulty.1
Through his statements regarding thought transference, Freud lends
support to the rationale for this study in that a given individual's empa-
thic awareness may come through extra-sensory channels.
Further justification for the present study is the fact that
several major universities are engaged in research related to the study of
human sensitivity under the discipline of parapsychology. The objectives
of much of the research are the examination and assessment of factors that
may influence the communication of ideas, events or feelings between indi
viduals. Rutgers University has conducted studies of extra-sensory percep
tion among executives. The University of Pittsburgh has conducted research
on telepathy and personality factors.
For several years, Dr. Gertrude Schmeidler, a psychiatrist, has been
conducting ESP experiments at the City College of New York. Her subjects
include students, medical patients and volunteers from the general public.
At the University of Virginia, Dr. Rex Sanford has carried out ex-
4
periments using ESP precognition tests. Other universities that are con
ducting research in the field of parapsychology are the University of Texas
and the University of California at Davis,
1Ibld. , p. 116.
2
Montague Ullxnan, Stanley Krippner and Allan Vaughn, Dream Telepa
thy (New York: International Universities Press, Inc., 1979), p. 138.
John White, Frontiers of Consciousness (New York: The Julian Press,
Inc., 1974), p. 169.
4Ibid.9 p. 170.
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Many of the outstanding researchers in the field of parapsychol
ogy are conventionally trained psychologists, psychiatrists, clergymen,
physicists, chemists and engineers. Each of the former utilize che skills
extracted from his or her special discipline to meet the challenges of
parapsychological research. The. initiator of this research study has been
conventionally trained as an educator and counselor. For several years the
writer has been interested in the various aspects of interpersonal communi
cation that appear to be facilitated by known as well as unknown variables.
Over the past several years, considerable time and energies have been direc
ted toward the formal and informal study of extra-sensory traits as well as
traditional traits that may influence positive interpersonal communications
and facilitate the helping process.
The researcher perceived meditation as a beneficial activity for
individuals involved in a helping role with other human beings. Empathy
and extra-sensory perception are also desirable traits for helpers and
other human service professionals. Although there is general agreement as
to the explanation of these terms, the following paragraphs are presented
in order that the reader will know the frame of reference from which the
study was proposed.
Meditation is a mental and physical process that allows the indi
vidual to enter a deep state of relaxation. In meditation the mind becomes
still, one's body assumes & restful state and the mood becomes calm. As
one focuses on a single, thought, visual image or sound, the mind is emptied
Ibid., p. 169.
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and cleansed of distraction. Stimuli such as conversation, distracting
thoughts and noise are neutralized as one experiences a sense of inner-
peace and well being. The ego becomes merged with the inner self and
all perceptions unite into an expanded awareness and increased flow of
energy. Meditation results in an expanded consciousness and the power
to use all inner resources is strengthened. Daily and consistent medi
tation relieves anxiety, increases sensitivity, and sharpens the memory.
Meditation tends to draw all the perceptions together into a com
mon experience.
Empathy is the ability of an individual to experience the thoughts,
behaviors and feelings of another individual as if they were one's own.
When one is empathic, he or she is sensitive to another's deeper feelings
and experiences as well as the meanings behind these factors. The empa
thic human service professional is able to accurately communicate a level
of empathy that can assist a client in resolving his or her problem situ
ation. Empathy is similar to intuition and interpersonal sensitivity.
Extra-sensory perception is a way of knowing about events, situ
ations or human conditions without using the traditional senses. For
example, one may know another's thoughts or be able to read the contents
of a sealed letter by using extra-sensory perception. A certain amount of
extra-sensory ability may allow one to obtain information about another
individual's problem situation or life circumstances that is not reported
::.a an interview or case history. Specific situations that could be accom
modated by extra-sensory knowledge would be the following:
1. When a client offers resistance to self-disclosure.
2. When the client cannot identify his real problem.
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3. When the client is deficient in verbal communication skills.
4. When a client employs psychological defense mechanisms.
5. When a helpee is generally uncooperative.
Empathy, meditation and extra-sensory perception may increase an
individual's sensitivity, awareness and insight. In interactions with
other individuals in a helping activity, empathy and extra-sensory percep
tion will interact in seme favorable manner if they are positively corre
lated. Meditation contributes to the general well being of the individual
as well as enhances the awareness and sensitivity. One who meditates will
often have a greater capability to express empathy and to utilize extra
sensory perception.
Tantamount to the reasons for undertaking the present research are
the following assumptions:
1. Human service professionals who believe in the existence of
extra-sensory perception will find it very easy to accept and
understand their clients who claim to experience ESP.
2. Since all the levels of empathy have not been irrefutably
established, extra-sensory perception may characterize another
dimension of empathy.
3. Human service professionals who accept the ESP hypothesis will
become aware of extra-sensory abilities functioning in their
own helping activities.
4. Noting that the empathy functioning of individuals in training
for human service professions has been favorably influenced by
both didactic and experiential methods, it is possible to com
pare the impact of two different training methods on the sub-
14
ject's empathy scores.
Many researchers have found that some practitioners are unable to
demonstrate the accuracy of clients' meanings and feelings to a greater
extent than nonpractitioners. The intent of most training programs is
to help trainees learn to perceive the meanings and feelings of clients
accurately so that they may implement empathic procedures in their helping
interactions. The selection of a group of subjects who plan to pursue
careers in human service holds the potential of providing data that can
eventually be correlated with their effectiveness in professional work.
Evolution of the Problem
After several observations of doctors, counselors, psychologists,
social workers and teachers in interpersonal encounters of a helping nature,
the researcher was made aware of the differential levels of empathy that
were discernible in their helping transactions. These differences seemed
to be related to their effectiveness. It was conjectured through thesa
observations that if empathic understanding is an important trait for help
ing individuals, then it will be beneficial for training programs to iden
tify and develop empathic ability in prospective human service professionals.
In addition to the above observations, the researcher has worked in
various settings as a social worker, teacher, counselor and program coordi
nator, where clients or patrons expressed serious concern for the inability
of certain professionals to "relate," "understand," "empathize" or to assist
them with their problems or meet their helping needs. On the other hand,
1
Kenneth Bulmer, "Improving Accuracy of Interpersonal Perception
Through a Direct Teaching Method." Journal of Consulting Psychology
19 (January 1972): 37-41. '
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there are individuals in the professions cited above, who were greatly
sought after and held outstanding reputations for their ability to "relate,"
"empathize" and assist clients in positive ways.
At another level of helping the writer made an informal survey of
the professional services of mediums, psychic counselors, psychic healers*
and spiritual, advisors affiliated with non-traditional helping organiza
tions including The Institute of Metaphysics, the Alexandrian Institute,
The House of Hope, Spiritus and Foundation of Truth. This survey revealed
that there was extensive solicitation and patronage of the helping services
of a variety of practitioners purported to possess extra-sensory ability.
After experiencing sixty personal encounters with a variety of these non-
traditional helpers, it was evident to this writer that many of these indi
viduals were providing conditions for better adjustment and the resolution
of client problems. Empathy appeared to be a salient factor in most of
these encounters as well as some evidence of extra-sensory ability. Many
other clients interviewed by the researcher share the aforementioned
opinion.
Reflecting upon both the positive and negative experiences with
non-traditional helpers, the researcher became interested in questions such
as the followingj
Is empathy related to extra-sensory ability?
Will the use of two different training methods, one
basically didactic and the other experiential, produce
significant-differences in empathy scores of experimen
tal subjects?
If one has a measurably high or low level of empathy,
would the individual have a correlatively high or low
level of extra-sensory ability?
16
It may be that researchers have not explored the full range of
procedures to facilitate and maximize the function of empathy in helpers.
Educators do not yet agree on how trainees' ability to perceive accurately
the meanings and feelings of others can be improved. To this researcher
it seemed tenable to select a research problem that would investigate the
effects of different training methods on the empathic ability of human
service professionals. Lesh conducted a study to determine the impact of
meditation training and practice on the development of empathy in counse-
2
lors. Lesh's research provided an empirical model for the present experi
mental training design. The review of literature revealed no previous in
vestigation which combined a study of ESP with empathy which are both essen
tially non-intellective traits.
According to Daniel Goleman, the connection between proficiency in
meditation and extra-sensory abilities was recognized in the writings of
the Yoga Patanjali 1500 years ago.3 Among the powers that one could attain
through Yoga meditation was knowledge of the nature of another's mind which
was accomplished through the total stilling of the mind and pointed concen-
4
tration.
The implementation of a training approach that might increase the
trait of empathy and examine its relatedness to extra-sensory perception in
1Ibid., y. 58.
2
Terry Y. Lesh, "Zen Meditation and the Development of Empathy in
Counselors," Journal of Humanistic PsychologyT 10, (Spring 1970);39-61.
3
~Daniel Goleman, "Meditation and Psychic Phenomena," Psychic




a given subject posed a challenge to the researcher. It appears that few
researchers have considered the possibility that there might be a positive
relationship between one's extra-sensory awareness and empathy functioning.
It was conjectured that, this research effort might lend some innovative
direction to the identification of a new process, contextual variable or
training approach in the measurement and understanding of the intrapsycbic
components that may be operative in the expression of an individual's empa-
thic abilities.
Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study had two aspects. The first aspect of
the study was to determine if training one group of subjects in empathy
and a second group in meditation techniques would yield higher mean scores
on the Empathy Scale of the Counseling Skills Evaluation than those obtained
by a control group. The second aspect of the study was to determine if
there would be any relationship between the mean scores of each group of sub
jects on the Empathy Test and the scores they earned on the Zener ESP test.
The purpose of the second aspect was to test the assumption that empathy and
extra-sensory perception are related.
Purpose of the Study
A search of the related literature revealed some information regard
ing the impact of various training techniques on the empathic ability of
various human service professionals or practitioners. There was a notice
able absence of studies comparing individual's empathic ability with extra
sensory ability. The. purpose of this study was to investigate the effects
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of empathy training and meditation on the empathy functioning and extra
sensory perception of a sample of junior and senior college students, and
to investigate the relationship between empathy and ESP.
Specifically, this study examined the effects of meditation and
empathy training on the empathy and ESP scores of 3 groups of undergraduate
subjects who plan to pursue careers in human service, and determined the
correlations between empathy and ESP scores for the same subjects.
Hypothesis of the Study
The study tested the following null hypothesis:
1. There is no significant statistical difference between
the empathy test scores of the subjects trained in empa
thy skills and the subjects who did not receive training.
2. There is no significant statistical difference between
the empathy test scores of the subjects trained in medi
tation and the subjects who did not receive any training.
3. There is no significant statistical difference between
the empathy scores of the subjects trained in empathy
skills and the subjects trained in meditation techniques.
4. There is no significant positive correlation between
the Empathy Test scores and the ESP scores of the sub
jects trained in empathy skills.
5. There is no significant correlation between the Empathy
Test scores and the ESP scores of the subjects trained
in meditation techniques.
6. There is no significant correlation between the Empathy
Test scores and the ESP scores of the subjects who do
not receive training.
7. There is no significant correlation between the Empathy
Test scores and the ESP scores of all the subjects, in




To provide a frame of reference for readers of this study defini
tions of key terms used in the study are as follows?
Affective - characterized by feelings, emotions and moods that
influence behavior.
Behavioral - the science, which studies the activities of man through
Sciences observation and experimentation.
Empathy - identification with and insight into another person's
feelings.
Facilitative - helpful and encouraging to the communicative process.
Helpee - the recipient of helping services.
Helper - the individual that provides assistance in solving
another individual's problems.
Human service- a professionally trained service provider in the fields
professional of medicine, teaching, social services, psychological
services and health professiois respectively.
Human service™ one who assists human service professionals in providing
workers human resources and services to individuals and groups.
Therapeutic - the quality of having a healing or assuaging effect on
a human condition or situation.
Definition of Terms; ESP
- the sender in. ESP tests. The person whose thoughts or
mental states are to be determined by the percipient.
B.T. (Basic - the clairvoyance technique where each card is set aside
Technique) by the experimenter after the card is called by the
subject.
- the subject's response or guess in trying to identify the
target in an ESP test.
Herman J. Peters and Gail F. Farwell, Guidance; A Developmental



















the extrasensory perceiving of future occurring objects
or events on the part of an individual.
a measure to determine whether or not the observed obser
vation is greater than the expected random fluctuation
about the average.
the amount an observed number of hits or an average score
varies either above or below the mean chance expectation.
ESP responses to targets other than those for which the
calls were intended.
down through; the clairvoyance technique in which the
cards are called down through the deck before any are
removed or checked.
extra-sensory perception; awareness of or responses to
an external event or influence not apprehended through
the traditional sensory channels.
twenty-five ESP Cards 1. closed pack, an ESP deck con
taining five each of five symbols; 2. open pack, an ESP
deck made up of ESP symbols selected in random order.
general extra-sensory perception. A technique designed
to test the occurrence of extra-sensory perception per
mitting either telepathy or clairvoyance and precognition
to operate in combination.
a division of psychology dealing with behavioral or per
sonal effects that do not fall in the scope of physical
principles.
the subject or person who receives the information in an
ESP test.
cognition of a future event which could not be known
through rational inferences.
exercise of psi ability in a way that avoids the target
the subject is attempting to hit.
a general term to identify personal factors or processes
which are non-physical in nature.
a verbal report of circumstances surrounding one's life
or character traits.










the number of correct hits in an ESP run. 1. total score,
the total number of correct hits in a given number of
runs. 2. average score, the total number of hits divided
by the number of runs.
a numerical result is significant when it equals or sur
passes some criterion of a degree of chance improbabil
ity. The criterion commonly used in parapsychology is
a probability value of .01 or less, or a deviation in
either direction such that the critical ratio is 2.58 or
greater.
a natural unplanned occurrence of an event or an experience
that involves a parapsychical observation.
the stimulus object in clairvoyant or precognition tests,
in telepathy the mental state of the agent.
extrasensory perception of the mental activities of ano
ther person. It does not include the clairvoyant percep
tion of objective events.






Definition of Terms; Meditation
- a level of the electrical activity of the brain operating
in the posterior brain.
- a second level of brain activity operating in the anterior
part of the brain.
- verifying that a meditative state exists.
- a sound that when repeated consistently exerts a refining
influence on the nervous system.
Meditation - a mental state in which the attention is turned inward
toward the subtle levels of thought.
Raymond Van Over, Psychology and Extras-sensory Perception (New
York: New American Library, 1972), pp. 410-413.
2
Charles Panati, Supersenses, Our Potential for Parasensory
Experience (New York: Doubleday, 1976), p. 181.
Ibid., p. 190.
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Limitations of the Study
Considering the fact that subjects in this study represent a small
random sample of individuals planning to pursue careers in human set-vice,
the results of the study may not be representative of college students in
a different setting.
The study is also limited by the fact that data obtained for the
groups may not be predictive of individual behavior in future professional
activities or training events.
It is tenable that the instruments used to measure the traits
studied do not show enough consistency in their reliability and construct
validity to give the most efficient measures. This is a limitation of most
measuring instruments for mental and personality traits.
In view of the lack of consistency in the accuracy of empathy measures
and the vacillating nature of extra-sensory perception, there may have been
limitations imposed by the brevity of the experimental training period. Ex
tended training may have produced different results.
Finally, laboratory and simulation situations cannot be judged as
having the same potential for eliciting effective empathic behavior as a
real life interpersonal situation. These limitations suggest that caution
be observed in applying the findings of this study to other groups and to
individuals.
One may conjecture that a sample of subjects with characteristics
similar to the present sample would yield data comparable to that obtained
in this study.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The literature review of this study is divided into three main
sections. Content related to empathy is discussed in the first section.
Research studies and readings pertaining to meditation are included in the
second section. The final section of the review discusses psychology, psy-
chiatry and extra-sensory perception, and summarizes the references.
Empathy
Empathy has been identified as a vital function in the helping pro
cess. It appears to be critical to the learning and relearning process of
individuals who seek to help others resolve problem situations. Any im
provement in the patient's or client's functioning within a helping rela-
thionship is positively related to empathy according to Carkhuff. The
higher the level of empathic functioning on the part of the human service
professional, the more one can predict positive change on the part of a
client.-^ Evidence of the positive relationship between the quality of em
pathy and client improvement has led to systematic efforts to measure em
pathy and to train prospective counselors and human service professionals
2
to demonstrate empathic behavior.
■^Carkhuff, "Critical Variables in Effective Counselor Training,"
p. 241.
2
Paula A, Payne, Stephen D. Weiss and Richard A. Kapp, "Learning
Empathy." Journal of Consulting Psychology, 19 (January 1972): 38-42.
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Many attempts have been made to define empathy or to describe its
characteristics. There is considerable agreement among theorists as to
what empathy is and how it functions.
According to Buchheimer and Carter, empathy is a complex multi
dimensional concept. It takes in traits that include warmth, compassion
and understanding. E. Grendlin agrees with Buchheimer by describing em
pathy as understanding and sensing the meaning which the client is expe
riencing so as to help the client focus on that meaning to produce construc-
2
tive outcomes in therapy. In a similar vein, Murphy describes empathy as
the direct apprehension of the state of mind of another person without
3
feeling as the other person does. Finally, Benjamin Wolraan defines empa
thy as ..."the ability to perceive the mood and feelings, sufferings and
situation of another person." The definitions all convey the idea of
empathy as a way of understanding others on a cognitive and an affective
level.
In less definitive, terms, several theorists have exposited upon
the functional nature of empathy and its applications. These explanations
are analagous to operational definitions of the concept of empathy. The
psychogenesis of empathy is evident in the process of identification accord-
Buchheimer and Carter, "An Analysis of the Empathic Behavior of
Counselor Trainees in a Laboratory Practicum," pp. 352-361.
^E. Focussing Grendlin, Psychotherapy; Research and Practice (New
York. The Iree Press, 1969), p. 11.
Gardner Murphy, Personality: A Biosocial Approach to Origins and
Structure (New York: Harper Publishers, 1947), p. 985.
4
Benjamin Welroan, Dictionary of the Behavioral Sciences (New York:
Van Nostrand Rheinhold Co., 1973), p. 84.
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ing to David Stewart. He states that empathy is evident when a significant
emotional tie is formed between two persons who are. striving for a common
goal. This emotional tie is the. psychological ground of communication.
The fact that an empathic response involves feelings leads to understand
ing how the emotional tie develops in a helping situation. In the opinion
of Carkhuff, empathy is manifested when the helper crawls inside the helpee's
2
skin and has the same feelings as the helpee. He also sees awareness as
the key to empathy. The therapist must be axrare of his own feelings and
reactions, yet experience the outward signs of the client that relate to
3
his inner feelings. One may interpret these statements as requiring that a
helper carry out the dual function of feeling with the helpee yet retain
ing an awareness of his own feelings.
Florence Kaslow makes a statement that seems to distill the essence
of empathy. Her contention is:
"Empathy is a strategic factor both in making
an accurate dynamic diagnosis and in establishing
rapport essential for developing a therapeutic
alliance.... As a therapeutic tool, empathy encom
passes those acts that serve to satisfy an individ
ual's need states and to establish a congruent.re
lationship between the helper and the helpee."
David Stewart, "Psychogenesis of Empathy," Psychoanalytic Review.
41 (Spring 1974):78.
2
Robert R. Carkhuff, The Development of Human Resources: Education,
Psychology and Social Change (New York: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, 1971)
3
Charles B» Truax and Robert R. Carkhuff, Toward More Effective
Counseling and Psychotherapy (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 1969).
4
Florence Kaslow, "On the Nature of Empathy," Intellect (February
1977);273-76.
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Kaslow's statement emphasizes the importance of empathy as both a
means to diagnose a client's needs, and also to help meet his needs in
the therapeutic situation. In her view, empathy is a necessary trait for
the human service professional.
Robert Waelder regards empathy as "the source of our knowledge of
the psychic life of others." Comparing empathy to intuition, he believes
it is fundamental to worthwhile interpersonal and diplomatic relationships.
One may interpret Waelder's ideas as comparing empathy to our intuitive
ability to know about other individuals. This view seems to place empathy
in the category of an innate ability that soma individuals use to carry on
worthwhile interpersonal relationships on more than the helping level.
The main implications of the preceding opinions are, that empathy
is a special way of understanding, another individual, conveying that under
standing in a feeling manner to that person and thereby helping that person
to ameliorate his problem situation. Succinctly stated, empathy is bene
ficial to positive interpersonal and helping relationships.
Measuring Empathy
The measurement of empathy is accomplished in a variety of ways.
The Accurate Empathy Scale developed by Truax in 1961 has been utilized
by many researchers. The scales have been validated through extensive
psychotherapy processes and outcome studies. The scale consists of nine
measures of Accurate Empathy which describe the level of client feelings
1
Robert foaelder, Basic Theory of Psychoanalysis (New York: Schocken
Press, 1971), p. 20.
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perceived and reflected by the professional helper. The range of helper
responses begin at level I where the helper ignores the feelings of the
client. The quality of responses progresses through level IX where the
client's feelings are perceived with unhesitating, flawless accuracy."*"
This scale has been used in establishing other scales and as criterion for
2
developing training programs.
Robert Carkhuff developed a series of guidelines for the measurement
of empathic communication. The content of the helper's responses to the
helpee were incorporated into a five point scale for measuring empathic
functioning. Level I of the scale is used to designate the absence of em
pathic understanding, whereas levels II-IV represent intermediate and pro
gressively higher levels of empathy. Level V represents the most helpful
level of empathy. The Carkhuff Scale is frequently used to measure the
empathic responses of counselors, therapists and a variety of human ser
vice trainees. Responses may be given to a variety of client-helper
interview content, including written excerpts of dialogue, audio-taped
interviews, video-taped segments of actual interviews or simulated por
trayals of client-therapist interactions that are based on real life prob
lem situations. The simulated interactions may either be with live sub-
Charles B. Truax and Robert Carkhuff, Toward More Effective Coun
seling and Psychotherapy (New York; Aldine Publishing Co.), pp. 57-59.
2
W» Brendon Reddy, "Effects of Immediate and Delayed Feedback on
the Learning of Empathy." Journal of Counseling and Psychotherapy, 16
(Spring 1968): 55-68.
3
Robert R. Carkhuff, Helping and Human Relationships, Vol. I,
Selection and Training (New York: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, Inc.
1969), pp. 174-176.
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jects or reproduced in the form of a movie. Carkhuff has set the mini
mally helping level at Level III.
The Barrett-Lennard Inventory of Empathy uses six measures of
therapist empathy. Like the aforementioned scales, a subject or trainee
may earn a numerical score that measures the depth and quality of his
empathic responses in a given situation. The items that are chosen for
individuals to respond to have been submitted to a screening procedure
wherein the items are selected by the fact that a number of expert coun
selors or therapists have responded to them in a certain way.1 Trainees
rate the empathic responses according to their understanding of the degree
of empathy expressed in the statements. The Barrett-Lennard Inventory has
been used in research and training.
A free response measure of empathy utilizes client statements that
contain emotion laden expressions. The technique is to have individuals,
usually helper trainees, listen to or read a paragraph of client talk.
The client talk is followed by a helper response. There is a continuing
segment of client talk which is followed by a void, which gives the trainee
the opportunity to give what he considers to be an empathic response. A
free response measure is evaluated by whatever criteria is set by the
examiner. The criteria for measuring may be a qualifying statement, a
numerical score or a combination of the two. Arbuckle has used the free
response test in much of his research.2
1"Dugald S. Arbuckle, "The Development of an Instrument for the
Measurement of Counseling Perceptions" Journal of Counseling Psychology,




Sidney Wolf has developed an Empathy Scale for the Counseling Skills
Evaluation which is based on the Carkhuff Scale. The instrument was de
veloped to aid in the screening, evaluating and training of helping.
Wolf's scale ranges from one to five with midpoints between each step on
the scale. Responses that were rated number one by judges reflect destruc
tive responses, while responses rated as five are judged as very helpful.
Respondents earn a difference score, that indicates how closely their ratings
correspond to those assigned by experts. The smaller the average difference
score earned by a respondent, the greater amount of empathic judgment is
2
demonstrated. In view of the fact that the Wolf Counseling Skills Evalu
ation has not been in use very long, there were no research reports in the
traditional professional journals which were reviewed for this study. Wolf,
however, reports the use of his scale in training paraprofessionals and
3
professionals.
In an attempt to compare the empathic judgement of volunteer sub
jects, Greenberg, Kagan and Bowes employed a sequence of video tape coun
selor client episodes. The episodes depicted a wide range of emotional
statements offered by clients. The procedure involved having subjects
rate statements on a seven point scale. When a statistical analysis was
made of the subjects' ratings, the researchers found a fifty percent vari-
4
ation among the respondents ratings of the clients emotions. Their find-





Bradley S. Greenberg, Norman Kagan and John Bowes, "Dimensions of
Empathic Judgement of Clients by Counselors," Journal of Counseling Psy
chology, 16 (July 1969): 303-306.
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ings indicated the wide disparities in empathic judgement that may be ob
served in the responses of untrained subjects,
A consensus of much of the research on empathy supports the idea
that empathy is best measured through a numerical evaluation of the empa
thic responses of human service workers, both pre-professional and profes
sional. It is non-consensual', however, whether the measures of empathy
yielded by the instruments are valid or if they have a high degree of re
liability. Bulmer notes that practitioners are unable to demonstrate accu
racy of interpersonal perception to a greater degree than non-practitioners.
He conducted a study to determine whether an individual's ability to per
ceive affect in others could be improved as a result of the individual
having gained knowledge and understanding of certain concepts through
direct teaching. He concluded that individuals who had not been taught
about interpersonal concepts did not differ significantly from those who
had been taught to be practitioners. A similar conclusion was reached
by Carkhuff who observed that lay persons often demonstrate empathic under-
2
standing to as great a degree as professionals.
Focusing on the fact that empathy measures are often conducted to
predict therapy outcomes, researchers have attempted to relate a helper's
empathy score to his success or effectiveness in helping activities. Kurtz
and Grunman maintain that data relating to empathy measures and therapist
3
outcomes cannot be generalized to all therapy client populations. This
Bulmer, "Improving Accuracy of Interpersonal Perception," pp. 38-41.
2
Carkhuff, Helping and Human Relations, pp. 6-7.
3
Robert R. Kurtz and Donald L. Grunmanj "Different Approaches to
the Measurement of Therapist Empathy and Their Relationship to Therapy
Outcomes," Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology, 39 (August
1972):114.
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raises the question, "has anyone been able to judge empathy with un
questionable accuracy?" For this researcher, the question can only be
answered by continued research utilizing a variety of measuring tech
niques and instruments. The possibility of correlating empathy measures
with measures of other abilities that resemble empathy may yield informa
tion relative to deeper levels of empathy or different kinds of empathy.
In spite of the dissenting views on the accuracy of empathy measures,
researchers continue to place confidence in the statistical measures of
empathy.
There has been no attempt to describe or refer to all of the in
struments and techniques that are used to measure empathy. The instru
ments described above have been referenced to illustrate the type of em
pathy measures that are frequently used in research and training. It is
acknowledged that there are other empathy measures that may yield valid
and reliable information for a particular research project. As researchers
conceive new hypotheses,relating to empathy current measures will be modi
fied and new measures validated.
Empathy Training
Studies undertaken to train individuals in empathy are cogent to
the problem stated in the present study. A variety of studies are cited
that describe several methods that have been employed to measure and in
crease empathy functioning on the part of trainees and professionals.
Truax and Listar utilized a three faceted training approach to
study the effects of short term training upon the accurate empathy of a
group of counselors initially low in empathy. The three training approaches
included a therapeutic model wherein the trainees communicated high levels
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of empathy to the trainees, a didactic approach to shape trainees' empathy
responses and a quasi-group therapy approach to allow subjects to integrate
the didactic training with their own personal goals. After a 40 hour train
ing experience, the group as a whole showed significant gains in empathy.
The mean empathy rating for the combined group (Nt12) was 4.8. This rating
compared favorably with the levels demonstrated by lay counselors who re
vealed mean scores of 4.5 and with the mean scores of graduate students in
counseling and clinical psychology programs who attained a group mean empa
thy rating of 5.1 on a nine point scale.
From the results of this study, one may conclude that short term
training can increase the empathy levels of trainees to a level comparable
to the empathy functioning of practicing lay counselors or student in formal
graduate programs.
A study of the effect of short term training on the interpersonal
fuuctioning of college students was conducted by Berenson, Carkhuff and
Myrus. Three groups of undergraduates met for a period of eight weeks and
received a total of sixteen hours training. A didactic training model was
used for one group. After six weeks of training the didactic group was
subjected to four hours of therapy. The second experimental group spent
the first six weeks of training in therapy and were then assigned to four
hours of discussion. There were no significant differences in the overall
post experimental measures of interpersonal skills between the. two groups.
Both groups however, demonstrated improvement in their interpersonal skills.
1
Charles Truax and James Lister, "Effects of Short Term Training
Upon Accurate Empathy and Non-Possessive Warmth," Counselor Education
and Supervision, 10 (Winter, 1971): 120-125.
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The researchers concluded that a systematic program utilizing didactic
and therapeutic techniques is superior to a loosely conceived training
program.
A study of the impact of social, work education on the empathic
techniques of fifty-seven incoming and graduating students was undertaken
by Thomas Keefe. He employed two experimental groups and a control group
to determine the effect of meditation as compared to the effect of didac
tic experiential curriculum on the empathy performance of social work
students. The Kagan Affective Sensitivity Scale was used to measure the
empathy of first year students who were trained in meditation and second
year students who were trained by a didactic communication method. The
results of the study revealed that meditation training produced positive
change in the empathic ability of the first year students. Their scores
on the Affective Sensitivity Scale were significantly higher than the
scores of the second year students and the control groups.2 Keefe?s
study is relevant to the present study which compared the impact of medi
tation and a didactic method of empathy training on the empathy scores
of student subjects. Although there was no statistically significant dif
ference in the mean scores of the meditation and empathy trainees at the
.05 level, the meditation group performed better than the empathy and
control groups on the Counseling Skills Evaluation.
■'■Bernard Berenson, Richard Carkhuff and Pamely Myrus, "The Inter
personal Functioning and Training of College Students" Journal of Coun
seling Psychology, 13 (Winter 1966): 441-446.
2
Thomas Keefe, "Empathy" Impact of Social Work Education and En
hancement. Techniques." Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Uciiversity of
Utah, Salt Lake City, 1973, p. 36.
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Reddy investigated the effects of training techniques that utilize
feedback as a means of facilitating the learning of accurate empathy. He
employed three experimental groups (N=36). Subjects were given the task
of responding empathically to episodes of psychotherapy presented through
a film. One group of subjects received immediate feedback regarding the
accuracy of their responses, another group of subjects received delayed
feedback about their responses, while a control group received no feed
back at all. Results of the study supported his hypotheses that subjects
who received immediate feedback would earn significantly higher scores on
the accurate empathy scales than the subjects in the delayed feedback
group and the control group.
Payne and Gralinski conducted a study similar to that conducted by
Reddy through their comparison of different training techniques upon the
learning of empathy. They employed students as subjects, and adminis
tered pre- and post tests to measure the gains in empathy scores. One
group of subjects participated in conferences with supervisors prior to
responding empathically to client statements. A second group of students
received supervision that incorporated counseling of the subjects. The
third group received no supervision at all. The empathy test scores
earned on the post-tests were higher for the group that participated in
the supervisory conferences. However, an analysis of co-variance revealed
initial differences in the subjects' empathy scores on pre-treatment
measures .2 The Implications of these findings suggest that empathy may be
xReddy, "Effects of Immediate and Delayed Feedback." : 59-62.
2
Paula A. Payne and Dennis M. Gralinski, "Effects of Supervisor
Style and Empathy Upon Counselor Learning." Journal of Counseling Psy
chology. 15 (November 1968): 517-521.
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a trait that is only increased significantly when an individual exhibits
a positive level before training.
Data obtained from studies of the empathy levels of clinical psy
chology students at the beginning of their training and after their second
year of training contradicts much of the evidence supporting the beneficial
effects of training. Carkhuff, Kratovil and Friel had first year graduate
studeuts perform interviews with clients and assigned ratings on the qual
ity of empathy, warmth and genuineness expressed in the interviews. When
students were tested, again at the end of their second year of training, it
was noted that the clinical psychology students had deteriorated in their
functioning levels on all three of the psychotherapeutic skills selected
for evaluation. The above findings raise the question of whether long
term training programs are less effective than short term training pro
grams in developing empathy as well as other helping skills. Subjects in
the present study earned empathy scores ranging from the 5th to the 95th
percentile. Considering the fact that the majority of them plan to enter
graduate programs, we cannot predict a general improvement in their empa~
thic functioning through professional training.
In line v;ith the present study, some studies have been carried out
to compare empathy with other traits. Dymond, in an investigation of the
relationship of empathy to insight, concluded that there was a positive
relationship between the two factors. She obtained an insight index by
comparing a subject's own. judgement of himself with the judgement of him
Robert R. Carkhuff, Daniel Kratovil and Theodore Friel, "The
Effect of Professional Training Communication and Discrimination of
Facilltative Conditions," Journal of Counseling Psychology. 15 (January
1968):68-74.
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made by others. The concurring ratings were totaled and compared with the
scores subjects obtained on an empathy test. In cases where a subject's
self-conception agreed well with the conception that others held of him
or her, there was a marked ability to take the role of the other which is
a measure of empathy. The present study made the assumption that extra
sensory perception was another type or level of empathy.
In a later study, Dymond compared subjects' empathy functioning
levels with certain personality variables. Seven subjects who ranked
high in empathy and seven ranked low in empathy were selected to take a
series of personality tests. As a result of the test scores, subjects
with high empathy were profiled as optimistic, warm, outgoing individuals
with a strong interest in others. In contrast the subjects who were ranked
as low in empathy were rigid, introverted people who experienced little
success in their interpersonal relationships.2 It is tenable that other
cognitive or affective traits have a positive relationship to empathy.
Dymond's study had some influence upon his researcher's decision to ex
plore the relationship between empathy and extra-sensory perception.
There is scientific evidence that in human organism all expressions
of affect or emotion are accompanied by physiological responses. Murray
Gellen studied the relationship between one's level of empathy and his
Rosalind P. Dymond, "A Preliminary Investigation of the Relation
ship of Insight and Empathy." Journal of Consulting Psychology. 12 (Janu
ary-February 1948):147~-153.
2
Dymond, "Personality and Empathy." Journal of Consulting Psychol
ogy. (November-December 1948) :343-350.
3
Lawrence Wrightsraan, Social Psychology. 2nd Edition. (Monterey:
California, Brooks Cole Publishing Co., 1977), p. 158.
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measure of vasoconstriction. He hypothesized that highly empathic
subjects would manifest higher levels of vasoconstriction than subjects
in a control group when they viewed slides accompanied by client state
ments taken from an empathy test. The physiological data collected in
the experiment revealed that counselors and counselor trainees high in
empathy had made, higher levels of vasoconstriction than a control group.
Gellen's study illuminates the potential of empathic content to elicit
strong physiological as well as cognitive responses from helpers and
helper trainees.
As noted earlier in the rationale of this study, the importance of
empathy as an interpersonal skill is evident in many human service disci
plines. The empathic potential of prospective teachers was studied by
Sharon P. Morgan. The basis for her study was that former research find
ings have pointed out the relationship of high teacher empathy to lower
truancy rates, fewer behavior problems, and better motivation for grades
among emotionally disturbed students. If these observations are given
serious considerations then the training and selection of teachers should
consider empathy as a quality for effective teaching with special popula-
tions.
Hawkes and Egbert carried out an experiment similar to the one
conducted by Morgan. They sought to determine the relationship between
teachers' competence and their empathic responses. Students were asked
Murray I. Gellen, "Finger Blood Volume Responses of Counselors,
Counselor Trainees and Non-Counselors to Stimuli from an Empathy Test."
Counselor Education and Supervision. 10 (Fall 1970): 64-79.
2
Sharon P. Morgan, "Assessing the Empathic Potential of Student
Teachers of the Emotionally Disturbed." The American Journal of Ortho-
psychiatry. 46 (January 1976): 163-167.
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to rate teachers on their empathic behavior. They concluded that teachers
functioning on a high level of empathy, demonstrate more competence in
their teaching than teachers who function at low levels of empathy.
Sira observed that the medical doctor is the primary formal agent
that laymen use to solve problems. He also noted that positive affective
behavior on the part of general practitioners was strongly related to
patient satisfaction. On the basis of his investigations, Sira contends
that a doctor's affective behavior shows a greater correlation with pa
tient improvement than his technical competency. He considers a doctor's
demonstration of interest or empathy regarding a patient's medical problem
may be considered a vital aspect of the patient's treatment.2 Individuals
who plan to enter medical training to be doctors should be more effective
by developing and improving their empathic ability.
In an effort to prepare social workers to work effectively with
cross-cultural clients, Pinderhughes developed a curriculum to teach
graduate students empathy. Her approach was to allow students to interact
in small groups with other ethnic minority members and to discuss their
thoughts and feelings about their ethnic group identity. Pinderhughes
believed that once students recognized their own biases and understood
the dynamics of those biases they would develop empathy. By expressing
empathy toward their clients, social workers would be able to assist minority
clients in changing their definitions of themselves as helpless and
G. ?, Hawkes and R. L. Egbert, "Personal Values and the Empathic
Response." Journal of Educational Psychology. 45 (May 1959): 469-476.
2
Zeev Ben Sira, "The Function of the Professional's Affective
Behavior in Client Satisfaction." Journal of Health and Social Behavior.
17 (November 1976):3-11.
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thereby motivate them toward more productive lives. Although the impact
of this training model was not evaluated through a follow-up study,
Pinderhughes was confident that the social work trainees who increased
their empathy levels would have positive outcomes in their future deal
ings with ethnic minorities.1 Like several other studies, inferences were
made about the behavior of trainees in real life helping situations after
empathy was developed as one of their therapeutic skills.
In the above literature review, empathy has been defined according
to several theorists. Techniques and criteria for measuring empathy have
been explained. A number of studies have been included which describe the
various methods of training individuals in empathic skills. The training
methods included didactic and experiential approaches to identify and in
crease empathic behavior. In addition, studies have been included which
explain how empathy is helpful to a variety of human service professionals,
including counselors, doctors, social workers and teachers. Finally, some
studies have been presented that describe how empathy is related to per
sonality and physiological variables. A consensus of all of the references
point to the benefits of empathy as an interpersonal skill for human service
professionals.
Elaine P. Pinderhughes, "Teaching Empathy in Cross-Cultural Social
Work," Social Work.. Vol. 29, no. 4 (July 1979): 312-316.
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Meditation
Over several centuries, scholars and scientists have provided
definitions, descriptions and explanations of meditation. Some of the
descriptions are elaborate and comprehensive, others are concise. The
benefits of meditation have been described in scientific as well as anec
dotal terms. Significantly, a consensus of the writings about meditation
endorse the beneficial elements of the practice, and underscore the facil
ity by which it is learned and practiced.
Until recent years meditation as a consciousness altering tech
nique was infrequently practiced in western culture. Most references to
meditation place it within the range of the mystical, esoteric and the
paranormal. In recent years scientists, laymen and scholars in Western
Society have become very knowledgeable about the process of meditation, its
many forms, its effects on the human body, and mind systems, as well as its
beneficial applications in human development.
In the past five years, the laboratory has yielded observations and
statistical data documenting the effects of meditation upon the individual.
The Army and Navy of the United States have experimental programs of medi
tation in progress. Several foreign governments including Russia, India
and Germany have offered Zen meditation training for certain laborers and
civil servants. In this country, it is estimated that there are 20,000,000
individuals who practice meditation on a regular basis.1 It is well docu
mented that meditation practice has increased to the extent that laynen and
1 ~
Marilyn Fergvson. The Brain Revolution (New York: Bantam Books
1975), p. 123. ~~
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scientists alike are investigating its use and effects on a widespread
basis.
Simply defined, meditation is the stilling of the mind to distrac
tions of the everyday world and shutting out other stimuli that constantly
place demands upon the individual. According to Naranjo, all meditation
is dwelling upon something. Comparing meditation with ordinary thought
he states,
In one's daily life the mind flits from one
subject or thought: to another; meditation practices
generally involve an effort to stop the merry-go-
round of mental or other activity and to set our
attention upon a single object, sensation, utterance,
issue, mental state or activity.^-
Walpula Rahula likens meditation to mental culture or the Zen, con~
cept "Bhavana." The aim of meditation is to cleanse the mind of impuri
ties and disturbances. These impurities include hatred, illness, fear,
anger and other negative thoughts.
Within the context of Zen, meditation means sitting quietly in a
3
certain way. It also means breathing in a certain way.
In another description of meditation, Swearer asserts that it
changes the inner qualities and outer actions in a way that leads to the
understanding of falseness and reality. In meditation we must not think
Claudio Naranjo, "The Domain of Meditation/1 in What is Meditation
ed. by John White (New York: Doubleday, Inc. 1974), p. 20.
2
Walpula Eahula, "Meditation of Mental Culture" in An Extended Con
cept of Man. The Nature of Consciousness, ed. by Robert E. Ornstein
(San Francisco, W. H. Freeman Company, 1977), p. 243.
3
Paul Wienpaul, The Matter of Zen: A Brief Account of Zazen (New
York: New York University Press, 19G4), p. 3.
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but be aware of the thinking process. The authenticating of these defi
nitions appear to be within the realm of the subjective and philosophical.
It remains a challenge to discover and document more empirical ways of
defining and describing meditation. Evidence of a more scientific nature
describing the process of meditation will be cited in another section of
this review.
During the learning and practice of meditation the individual sits
alone or with a small group. For maximum benefit, the space, room or loca
tion for meditation is quiet, sparsely furnished and void of external
stimulation. There are a variety of postures that are. appropriate to accom
modate the method that is selected by the subject. One technique may re
quire the .Individual to sit Buddha or lotus style with the spine straight,
the legs crossed and the hands gently resting on the lap. Another position
requires that one sit with arms resting on the legs, the back straight
against a chair or a wall and the feet placed slightly apart. A third posi
tion suggests that the meditator lie outstretched on the floor in a totally
relaxed state.
In addition to the correct posture, certain breathing techniques are
suggested. For example, one may be required to inhale deeply and then re
lease the air in short quick breaths. Another technique is to have the
individual breathe naturally and normally but to focus his attention or
awareness on the breathing process. Long deep inhalations with a corrs-
spondingly deep exhalation may be suggested as another technique.
In most of the westernized techniques of meditation, the individ-
Donald K. Swearer, The Secrets of the Lotus; Studies in Buddhist
Meditation (New York: Macmillan Co., 1971), pp. 30-33,
ual is advised to medicate twice daily. Depending again on the philo-
sophical or cultural orientation of the meditation„ the time for sugges
ted meditation may be from ten to twenty-five minutes. The procedures
utilized in the present study are described under the Research Procedure
section of this paper.
Some of the schools and techniques of meditation are Zen, Yoga,
Spiritual or Prayer Meditation, Transcendental, Buddha, Sufi and Wu Shin.
All of the meditative techniques if applied correctly lead to altered
states of consciousness. It has been postulated by many psychologists
and psychiatrists that man's needs to alter his consciousness at various
times during the life process is a universal biological and psychological
imperative. Throughout the world, men of various cultures and races use
natural substances or synthetic chemicals to alter the consciousness that
are safe, non-chemical and self-generated.
The quality and dynamics of meditation are exposited in a variety
of conceptualizations and descriptions. Naranjo and Ornstein categorize
meditation into three basic types. The first type utilizes a technique
where the individual experiences a detachment or emptiness. In contrast,
the "Way of Form" technique is concentrative, absorbing and unifying. A
third type of meditation is characterized by freedom, surrender transpa
rency and inner-directedness.^
Charles Tart, Altered States of Consciousness (New York: John
Wiley and Sons, I960), p. 34.
2
Claudio Naranjo and Robert E. Ornstein, On The Psychology of
Meditation (New York: Penguin Publishing, 1977), p. 71.
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An individual who practices the detachment type of meditation is
said to withdraw from internal and external experience alike. There is
an absence of all goal directed activity and there is a separation from
ego function. If the technique is fully implemented, the subject may
enter into an unfamiliar but pleasant domain of experience.
Concentrative or absorptive meditation employs symbols. The sym
bols may be verbal, visual or accoustical. Each symbol such as a name
for God, a flower, a light, a bell or a drum evokes the notion of a
center of balance around which energy flows. In essence, the meditation
2
objects are the external representations of the meditation state.
The process of "freedom" meditation requires the subject to deli
berately refrain from thinking. The freedom from thoughts, however,
represents a maximization of awareness and self-abandonment. Receptivity
3
follows awareness and the lake of the mind becomes a mirror and reflects.
The turning away from discursive thinking according to Yasutani Rashi, a
Zen master "... leads you to differentiate yourself, on one side of an
imaginary line from what is not you, on the other side of the non-existent
line."4
In the author's opinion, this experience could lead to the helper's






Bradford Smith, Meditation The Inward Art (New York: J. P.
Lippincott Co., 1963), p. 49.
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coming one with a client's feelings. In other words, one can experience
and express empathy through the process described above?
A type of meditation practiced by the Chinese is called Wu-Shin.
It is said, the meditator observes his own stream of consciousness during
the meditation activity. He is to remain awake every moment and flowing
in the experience. By summoning up his total state of consciousness, the
individual accepts its course and does not seek to divert it. In spite
of the variety of metaphors and analogies used to describe various forms
of meditation, those who have practiced one or more of the techniques can
identify some common elements of awareness, freedom from regular thought
activity, and a quiet inward feeling during their experience.
The object of Yoga meditation, is to reunite the individual self
with the world self. This relates to the process of empathy in this
writer's view. One cannot show empathy with another if he does not know
what his own experience is. Once this is known, one can be in tune with
his own feelings as well as those of the individual he seeks to help.
The technique of Yoga meditation enhances awareness through a
series of breathing techniques and the repetition of a mantra. In addi
tion to the breathing techniques, the Yoga subject performs bodily exer
cises and embraces a way of life, and ideology that will compliment and
endorse the benefits of meditation.
Zen meditation emphasizes the process of insight. This process
is called "Satcri" in the language of Zen. Through enlightenment, is is
said, the mind flows into new channels and one feels a new and deep
knowledge. The ultimate end is "... to free the mind to go beyond the
Ibid., p. 84.
2Smith, Meditation the Inward Art, p. 139.
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limits of intellection." The effects of Zen meditation heightens the
perception and augments empathic feelings. According to Bradford Smith, One
has the experience of entering into something else and becoming a part of
2
it. We recognize in the foregoing process the same dynamics that are opera
tive in empathic communication.
During Zen Meditation, the meditator concentrates on his own breath
ing. He gives full awareness to each breath by r.entally counting the in
halations and exhalations. As the individual sits (Zazen) and breathes,
he achieves relaxation and the active racing thoughts of the mind seem to
flush away and one experiences somewhat of a void. As the meditator becomes
habituated to the daily practice of meditation, the answers to philosophi
cal questions, the understanding of reality, and understanding of one's body
and mind, man and nature, the finite and the infinite. Simply stated the
individual transcends conscious thought and the usual blinders and constraints
of everyday mjndane thinking. The philosophical aspects of Zen will not be
elaborated upon for this would require a more comprehensive and extensive
thesis that would obscure the essential purpose of this study.
A statement of Wienpaul summarizes the essence of Zen Meditation.
"Zen means meditation. This cannot be repeated too often. Medita
tion in this context means sitting quietly, more specifically, sitting a
3
certain way and breathing in a certain manner."
Smith, Meditation the Inward Art, p. 139.
Ibid., p. 148.
Wienpaul, The Matter of Zen; A Brief Account of Zazen, p. 3.
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T. M. is the abbreviation for Transcendental Meditation. This
form of meditation employs a method that allows the mind to settle down
while one sits comfortably with the eyes closed. One repeats a mantra
and breathes in a rhythmical manner and similar to the technique of Zee
proceeds to empty the mind. Although the technique is usually practiced
in one's home, it can be carried out in any location where the. individual
can sit comfortably without being disturbed.
In order to learn T.M., one must visit a specific center for three
lessons and pay fees ranging from 75 to 200 dollars. In spite of the
tight controls on the dissemination of the training, it is known that
the technique has been taught by other than certified Transcendental
Meditation teachers.
Research reports, scientific literature as well as popular litera
ture contain elaborate testimonies of the benefits of meditation.
Terry Lesh has demonstrated that therapists who practice medita
tion improve their empathy toward clients. He observed that a group of
therapists who were trained in meditation revealed a dramatic increase
in measurements of their empathy functioning as compared to a non-
meditating group.
Bloomfield et. al., interviewed several mental health professionals
who claimed that TM practice had produced beneficial changes in their re
lationships with, clients?. They claimed increased efficiency and satis
faction in their work as human service professionals. One psychiatrist
1
Harold H. Bloomfield, Michael Peter Cain, Dennis T. Jaffee and
Robert B. Kory, T.M. Discovering Inner Energy and Overcoming Stress (New
York: The Bell Publishing Co., 1975), p. 167.
reports, "I automatically make intuitively better therapeutic responses
and listen more attentively."
Goleman cites the connection between proficiency in meditation
and psychic abilities. Referring to the ancient writings of Patanjali,
it is said that when one attains perfect concentration in meditation a
range of supernatural powers becomes possible. Among the powers enu
merated in Patanjali's writings are, knowledge of the past and present,
insight into the nature of another's mind, and tuning into the flow of
2
the world.
Dr. Karlos Osis had conducted experiments on the effects of medi
tation upon extra-sensory perception. He noted a significant increase
in the extra-sensory perception of his subjects after meditation. He
noted the following conditions as having a positive effect on ESP scores:
1. a relaxed non-defensive openness and feelings of
closeness to others.
2. A specific change in the individuals state of
consciousness.
3
3. The ease with which one masters meditative techniques.
Although Woolfolk believes that scientific investigation has failed
to demonstrate a clearly defined set of physiological responses to all
forms of meditation, there is information supporting its beneficial ef-<-
fects. Studies of Zen and TM have shown that there is increased alert
ness due to electrocortical excitation of the brain, an increase in oxygen
1Ibid., p. 168.
2
Daniel Goleman, "Psychic Phenomena and Eastern Meditation,"
Psychic (June 1973) 213-215.
3
Charles Honorton, Frontiers of Consciousness, ed. by John White
(New York: The Julian Press, 1974), pp. 151-159.
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consumption and a reduction in heart rate and respiration. These
affects appear co be associated with stress reduction and subjective
feelings of well being.
The. Maharishi Mahesh Yogi claims that meditation can penetrate
the deeper levels of consciousness and facilitate the flow of latent
cognitive material. He further asserts that the overall nervous system
is also refined as the consciousness is expanded. The restful alertness
that accompanies the. meditative state is a condition of maximum energy.
When one emerges from the meditative state, the brain and mind are ac
tivated. The benefits of alertness and expanded consciousness would
indeed seem to influence the expression of empathy in a positive direction.
Much of the information regarding the beneficial effects of medita
tion are anecdotal, observational and based on subjective statements.
Several research investigations have sought to substantiate the. benefits
of meditation on a variety of human performances.
Paul Leung conducted an experiment to compare the analytical empa
thy scores of a group of undergraduate students trained in Zen techniques
with the scores of another group trained in external concentration tech
niques. His findings indicated that those trained in Zen meditation in
creased their ability to perceive enpathic statements and to understand
the self-attitude of clients? The results of this study holds significance
Robert L. Woolfolk., "Psychophysiological Correlates of Medita^




Paul Leung, "Comparative Effects of Training in External and
Internal Concentration on Two Counseling Behaviors." Journal of Con
sulting Psychology, 20 (May 1973): 227-231.
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for the present study. Utilizing a sample, of undergraduate students,
this researcher recognized the possibility of replicating the findings
of Leung by comparing the effects of Zen meditation training on empathy
scores.
Le Shan, as a psychotherapist, claims that meditation increases
the individual's ego strength and coherence of personality. As part of
a research program, Le Shan set up training seminars to facilitate ESP
and psychic experiences among the participants. Through the use of medi
tation and didactic methods he determined that eight out of ten of his
participants increased their ability to use ESP at a functioning level.
Inferences drawn from Le Shan's study are cogent to the present study in
the respect that if meditation has a positive effect on a particular group
of subjects' empathic behavior, then it also might enhance the subjects'
extra-sensory functioning.
Goleman and Davidson studies the effects of meditation and hypno
sis on subjects attenuation behavior. One group of subjects was exposed
to hypnosis and another group was allowed to meditate. In measuring the
state effects of the two procedures, subjects who engaged in meditation
2
revealed a decreased reactivity to the external environment. It would
seem that these state effects produced by meditation might be beneficial
to an individual on a helping level. The requirement of such situations
is that the individual enters into the internal experience of a client
1
Lawrence Le Shan, The Medium, The Mystic and the Physicist (New
York: Esalen, 1974), p. 183.
2
Richard J. Davidson and Daniel J. Goleman, "Attention in Medita
tion and Hypnosis," The International Journal of Clinical and Experimen
tal Hypnosis, 22 (November 1977):291-308.
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and becomes less reactive to the external environment.
An investigation of the effects of Zazen on dimensions of per
sonal development of college undergraduates was conducted by Cowger.
One group of subjects practiced relaxation and another group engaged
in Zen meditation for 21 sessions. Pre and post measures on the Per
sonal Orientation Inventory, the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory and the
Torrence Tests of Creative Thinking were administered to all subjects.
Persons practicing meditation reported stronger feelings of oneness,
calmness and compassion than persons participating in the relaxation
exercises. The meditation training appeared to facilitate the develop
ment of personal dimensions that are related to empathy.
A most significant study on the benefits of Zen meditation was
executed by Terry Lesh. He employed one experimental group and two
control groups to study the effects of meditation on Openness to ex
perience an affective sensitivity. Lesh considers affective sensitivity
to be synonymous with empathy. The mean difference in empathy scores
were significant for the experimental group as compared to the control
groups. The means were .34, -.70, -.01, respectively.
Lesh admits in his discussion of results, that the experimental
group had significantly higher empathy scores than the control groups
before the experiment was begun, This observation lends limited support
to Ms hypothesis that there is a highly positive relationship between
tha practice o,': Zen and the development of empathy or affective sensi
tivity. The least that can be said is that with the particular group
Ernest Leon Cowger, "The Effects of Meditation (Zazen) Upon
Selected Dimensions of Personal Development." Ph.D. Dissertation. The
University of Georgia, 1973.
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of counselor trainees participating in his study, the practice of Zazen
did increase their ability to accurately detect and describe the affec
tive states of others under less than ideal conditions.
The benefits of all types of meditation are extensively docu
mented throughout the literature and in non-published reports. Like
other psychological data, conclusions, judgements and interpretations
of the results are tentative and open to speculation. The scientific
evidence supporting the benefits of meditation is gradually overtaking
the anecdotal and observational information. Since the initiation of
this research endeavor, a project to study the effects of prayer medi
tation on the heartrate, galvanic skin response and blood pressure of
selected subjects is in progress at Spelman College under the direction
of Dr. Karl Hendrickson. Some of the subjects who participated in the
present study are assisting in the research project.
The writer has attempted to provide an adequate description of
the basic concept of meditation, an overview of the contemporary forms
of meditation and illustrative studies that support the rationale for
the study. References have also been included that support assumptions
about the effect of meditation on extra-sensory perception. Although
the primary focus of the study is not to study the effect of meditation
on ESP, the correlative inferences about ESP and empathy would seem to
justify the. references.
Terry V. Lesh_, "Zen Meditation and the Development of Empathy in
Counselors." Journal of Humanistic Psychology. 10 CSpring 1970), 39-61.
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The. Characteristics of Extra*-Sensory
Perception
Extra-sensory perception is considered among the paranormal
events that emerge in human experience for which one can seldom offer
a plausible answer. For centuries it was believed by philosophers and
scholars that nothing enters the human mind except through the senses.
The foregoing belief assumes that the contents of the human mind are
verified through some empirical activity, such as speaking, written con
tent or bodily gesture. The perception and acknowledgement of events as
extra-sensory is verified through testimonies, direct observation, lab
oratory data and public consensus.
The term extra-sensory perception defines a number of processes
that are non-physical in nature, in that time, distance, and physical
experience do not prevent their occurrence. The present study is con
cerned with the existence and measurement of GESP or general extra
sensory perception. As described in the glossary section of this paper,
CESP is the manifestation of telepathy, clairvoyance pre-cognition and
retro-cognition, or a combination of these processes. By telepathy, we
refer to one's awareness of another individual's present or future
thoughts or mental state. In therapeutic situations, a type of telepa
thy may occur in which the emotional interests of the patient or helpee
are communicated to the helper in the absence of a verbal dialogue.
Clairvoyance is the extra-sensory awareness of objects or objective
events. Precognition is the awareness of an event, which will occur in
the future, which could not have been inferred from usual sources of
information. Retrocognition is the awareness of knowledge of a past
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event which was not communicated through the normal channels of
communication.
In the present study, the targets or objects of GESF were con
cealed pre-selected and recorded symbols. The task for the percipient
or subject was to know what the symbols were and in what order they had
been selected. The experimenter in the study did not factor out or
analyze the separate variables of G.E.S.P. in the subject's responses.




The phenomena of extra-sensory perception has been reported by
people of all cultures, all socioeconomic groups, all educational levels
and a wide range of occupational levels. Reported experiences, personal
observations, laboratory experiments and historical investigations of
extra-sensory perception have been analyzed and organized into a realm of
scientific investigation designated as parapsychology. By assigning the
study of extra-sensory perception to the scientific nomenclature, the
writer accommodates the conventional function of science. The study of
extra-sensory perception includes the discovery of new phenomena and the
verification that such phenomena can generate hypotheses that are testa
ble and measurable through some objective method. Whether it is possible
to deal scientifically witk non-observable phenomena such as thoughts and
feelings is the subject of perennial controversy. Over several decades
scientific methods of studying and analyzing psychic phenomena, including
extra-sensory perception, have been prodigiously applied. Dr. J. B. Rhine
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of the Foundation for Research on the Nature of Man has applied the
scientific method and developed sophisticated statistical procedures
for the study of extra-sensory perception for over 50 years. From the
early 19th century, several western psychological theorists have con
sidered the analysis of psychic phenomena in the light of traditional
psychological postulates.
Parapsychology is accepted as a legitimate discipline of psychol
ogy in that its experiments, research reports and critiques are published
In scholarly journals, scientific publications and psychological abstracts,
These publications have influenced many scientists, scholars and laymen
to hold credible views in favor of parapsychology. According to William
James, "To no one type of mind is it given the prerogative to discern
the totality of truth."1 William James devoted 25 years of his career
to the study of parapsychology. In an address presented to the Society
of Psychichal Research in 1890 James stated:
Facts are there only for those who have an
affinity for them. When once they are indispu
tably ascertained and admitted, the academic
critical minds are by far the best fitted ones
to interpret and discuss them... yet on the
other hand, if there is anything which history
demonstrates, it is the extreme slowness with
which the academic and critical mind acknowl
edges facts which present themselves as wild
facts.
In the ahove statement, James attests to the resistance of aca
demic and scientific minds to relinquish their "cognitive dissonance
W»^a3? Jajnes' On Fsychichal Research, ed. Gardner Murphy and




in the light of the archives of information available to those who
desire to know more about parapsychology. Ke is also pointing out
the urgent intellectual need for science to be built up again in a
form that will relegate exceptional occurrences to a positive place in
the arena of scientific investigation.
In expressing a concern similar to that of James, J. B. Rhine
observes that... "Entomologists with a new bug, geologists with a
strange rock or archaeologists with a new ruin to escavate are eager to
study and organize and classify. Psychologists, however, as a group
ignore the strange occurrences in the realm of the mind."1 The tendency
of psychologists to simply dismiss what could not be explained has im
posed a serious impediment to progress of psychic research. Since making
the above statement, Dr. Rhine has accrued a substantial constituency of
psychologists and other social and physical scientists who are currently
conducting parapsychological research.
In considering the fact that many of the helping professions
(psychology, counseling, social work, psychiatry) evolved from the prin
ciples of clinical or humanistic psychology, we have selected references
that illustrate some theoretical concepts that are related to some forms
of extra-sensory perception.
Jung contends that the intuitive and mantic methods that we observe
in human interaction start with, psychic factors.2 Jung developed the idea
■■-■■■ "1 II,.', J u ■ I ! . ■ . t . i, -.
Joseph B. Rhine, New Frontiers of the Hind. (New York: Farrar
and Rhinehart, 1937), p. 21, ' —r*~
2
Aniela Jafffee, "C. G. Jung and Parapsychology" - International
Journal of Psychology. 2 CNovember 1968): 116-121. """" ~~""~
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of synchronicity to account for events that appear to Be connected to,
and frequently emerge from extra-sensory content. He relates that it is
of no significance whether the separate events caused the other; rather,
it is the meaning of the whole that is emphasized. The feelings, hun
ches and cognitions that one receives ahout another iidividual may serve
to facilitate understanding and acceptance of that individual. In help*-
ing interactions, intuitive feeling could facilitate the expression of
empathy.
Walker cites the growing feeling among psychologists that on un
conscious levels individual minds come into more intimate contact with
one another than we formerly believed them to. This permits different
2
minds to come in contact with one another by means of telepathy. He
further states, that at times individuals may feel that they have estab
lished a close relationship vrith another mind and in moments of deep re
laxation we feel and understand one another in a way that we did not under—
stand each other before. The foregoing theory has practical implications
for the present study in that the subjects use of meditation has the poten
tial to elicit a sense of understanding and closeness to individuals in
simulated problem situations.
In his discussions of psychoanalysis and telepathy, Freud states that,
psychoanalysis shares a sympathy with telepathy since they both are
1Ibid.t p. 121.
Walker, Th£_^J^^ens£r^_Mind^, p. 241,
^Sigmund Freud, "The Occult Significance of Dreams" in Psychoanalysis
and the Occult, ed. George Devereaux (New York: International Universities
Press, Inc., 1973), p. 89„ .
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suspected of mysticism. An analytic session, conducted with a female
patient who related the prophecy of a fortune teller which later Became
true, prompted Freud to comment affirmatively regarding the incident.
He believed that the experience had less to do with future events than
with the unconscious thoughts or wishes of the client which were picked
up from the fortune teller telepathically. Freud stated:
I have often had the impression in the
course of experiences in my practice circle
that strongly emotionally colored recollec
tions can be successfully transferred through
thoughts without difficulty.1
One may interpret the above statement as supporting Freud's belief
in telepathy as a cognitive and an affective process. He also concluded
that thought transference comes about easily at the moment an idea emer
ges from the unconscious to the secondary process which is conscious.2
Freud further contends that through analysis, insight is gained
into thought transference which is closely allied to telepathy and can be
identified with it. He also holds that psychological processes and ideas
which occur in the mind of one person can be transferred through space to
another without employing the usual means of communication,3 The. problems
and concerns that a client brings to the helping situation seem to be
transferred to the empathic helper both consciously and unconsciously. Al
though Freud is not making a definitive statement about a relationship be







there is an interaction between the two factors.
Edward Hitschmann reluctantly reports a telepathic distraction which
occurred during a psychoanalytic session with a client. Upon the receipt
of an important letter before entering the session, Hitschmann was aware of
his preoccupation with thoughts of the letter and his superficial attention
to the content of the client's conversation. The patient inquired candidly
if the doctor had received an important letter. This was significant, since
the inquiry was abrupt and unrelated to the client's conversation. Appa
rently, Hitschmann's strong emotional feelings regarding the letter were
transferred pictorially to his client.1 In this instance, the emergence of
an extra-sensory phenomenon during a helping interaction could not be easily
dismissed. One might regard this instance as coincidence, but Hitschmann was
later to encounter similar events in his analytic encounters. From these ex
periences, Hitschoann became, convinced of the credence of extra-sensory
ability.
Jules Eisenbud believes that the facts of telepathy and other psychic
phenomena can strengthen the psychoanalyst's view of man and nature. Through
this understanding, the beneficial outcome of psycoanalysis should be en-
2
hanced.
Through, her psychoanalytic practice, Helen Deutsch. claims to have
discovered that telepathic phenomena are accessible to direct investigation.
She believes that careful observation permits one to recognize a given extra-
Edward Hitschmann, "Telepathy and Psychoanalysis," International
Journal of Psychoanalysis (February 1973)j 423. —
2Jules Eisenbud, "The Use of Telepathy Hypothesis in Psychotherapy."
In Specialized Techniques in Psychotherapy, ed. Gustav Bychowslci and Louise
Despert (New Yorkfliasi^ Books, 1952), p. 258.
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sensory event as it unfolds in the analytic process.1
The analyst's intuitive empathy appears to transcend his conscious
ness and emanates from unconscious sources. Later, conscious knowledge
refines these unconscious forces and directs them into connected thought
sequences that may be transmitted as insight. In Deutsch's view, the proof
of this is seen when a patient in analysis will note several incidents
where he or she felt that the analyst was a mind reader.2 The foregoing
process establishes an analogy with empathy. As a helper senses and re
sponds to the quality and intensity of a client's feelings and problem
situation verbally, the client may get the impression that his mind is being
read. This may be particularly true of those individuals who interact with
psychic counselors and mediums.
The evidence of extra-sensory perception in clinical activities is
convincing to this researcher. One may not have the scientific or metho
dological tools in such encounters to produce statistical data, yet we can
not dismiss these occurrences as fraudulent when one considers the integrity
of the theorists.
Experiments in ESP
Literally, thousands of experiments have been conducted in labora
tory settings to detect and measure extra-sensory perception. Many of
these experiments had the objective of comparing ESP with other personality
"°rccult Processes During Psychoanalysis" In Psycho-
CNew York: International Universities Press7l9737,
Ibid., p. 158.
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variables. None, to this writer's knowledge, have studied the statistical
relationship between empathy and extra-sensory perception in a laboratory
setting. There are, however, extensive claims regarding the relationship
between the two traits as was cited earlier in this chapter. Experiments
studying the relationship between ESP, personality, and cognitive traits
provides insight into the conceptually related predictors of positive ESP
scoring.
Kanthamani and Rao analysed the data of ESP card tests obtained
from 22 high school students. Subjects were pretested on a neuroticism
scale to distinguish high from low neurotic subjects. Once classified,
subjects were administered an ESP card test. The results of the data
analysis confirmed Rao and Kanthamani's hypotheses that low-neurotic sub
jects would score significantly more hits on the ESP card than high neu
rotic subjects.
Studies of extraversion and ESP have been executed by several re
searchers. A significant study was conducted by Astrom, who administered
the Eysenck Scale and 125 ESP Trials to 48 college students. Employing a
group of ESP testst he compared the scores subjects earned on the ESP trials
with scores obtained on extraversion. His results showed that subjects with
lovj extraversion scores earned significantly higher ESP scores than subjects
with low extraversion scoras. A difference at the .05 level was obtained
between psi-hitters (extraverts) and psi-missers (introverts). Astrom's
results agree favorably with the findings of G. Schiaeidler, R. A. McConnell
B. K. Kanthamani and K Rama Krishna Rao, "Personality Characteris
tics of ESP Subjects: IV Neuroticism and ESP." The Journal of Parapsy
chology. 37 (March 1937):37-50.
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Believing that ESP is an intuitive faculty which develops in a
person in accordance with his general intellectual development, Eason
and Wysocki compared the ESP performance and I.Q. scores of 98 high
school subjects. Subjects with I.Q.'s ranging from 90-110 were assigned
to one group (A) and those with I.Q.'s ranging from 125-144 were placed
in another group (B). Of the 98 students, 50 had a mean I.Q. of 105.2,
the other 48 hada Eeaal.Q. of 129.9. All of the subjects were members of
middle-class families.
Subjects were blindly tested on GESP by one of the experimenters
and scores were collected and analyzed. I.Q. scores were obtained from
the school records of the subjects. The difference in the I.Q. scores of
Group A and Group B were significant with a t_ of 3.373 at the .001 level.
The difference between the ESP scores of the two groups yielded a non
significant Jt of .103. The overall ESP data for both groups however,
yielded scores above chance expectation which indicated that subjects did
show ESP. The researchers concluded that there was no relationship between
I.Q. and ESP.2
Neilsen and Freeman conducted a study to confirm earlier findings
on the relation of mood to scoring levels in pre-cognition tests. On the
basis of earlier studies, it was determined that individuals who believe
Gertrude R. Schmeidler and R. A. McConnell, Extra-Sensory Percep
tion and Personality^Patterns_. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958):
121-33. Betty M. Humphrey, "A New Scale for Separating High and Lew
Scoring Subjects in ESP Tests," Journal of Parapsychology, 14 ''September
1950): 9-23. " JUL *
*"M. Jean Clare Eason and Boleslaw A. Wysocki,"Extra-Sensory Percep
tion and Intelligence." Journal of Parapsychology, 29 (June 1965): 109-113,
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in ESP, referred to as sheep tend to score better in unpleasant mood
states than open-minded subjects, and that subjects of all groups score
more positively when in extremely unpleasant moods.
Subjects were admiministered a mood scale prior to taking a precog-
nition test. The mood scale presented criteria for physical, emotional
and mental aspects of mood and for basic mood categories of extremely
pleasant, and moderately unpleasant. An analysis was made of the mood
scales and precognition scores of the two groups of subjects. The analy
ses were interpreted as indicating that relatively extreme mood ratings
constitute a favorable condition for ESP. There was a statistically
significant difference between the precognition scores of the "sheep"
group as compared with those of the "openminded" group. The "sheep" ob
tained their highest scores while in an extremely unpleasant mood while
the "openminde.d" subjects scored higher when they were in a moderate mood.
The difference in scoring was significant at the .05 level. In view of
the fact that the study was conducted over a three-week period and part of
the activities such as the preccgnition tests were conducted outside of the
laboratory, there are serious questions as to the impact of the variables
2
that could not be manipulated by the experimenter. Also, considering the
fact that the subjects in the present study were all volunteers and had no
information about the nature of the GESP test, it is impossible to deter-
J. C. Carpenter, "Two Related Studies on Mood and Precognition Run
Score Variance." Journal of Parapsychology, 32 (March 1968): 75-89. T. S.
Moss and J. A. Gengeielli, "ESP Effects Generated by Affective States,"
Journal of Parapsychology 32 (March 1968): 111-119.
2
Winnifred Nielson and John Freeman, "Counseling of Relationships
Between ESP and Emotional Variables." The Journal of Parapsychology.
29 (June 1965) 78-85.
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mine if there were any mood effects on the test scores.
Green noted the absence of research on how psychological counselors
use their extra-sensory abilities in their professions and their personal
lives. She used a phenomenological study to discover the fundamental
extra-sensory abilities that they used in their personal and professional
life. Her subjects reported a total of 22 extra-sensory abilities that
emerged in relation to their therapeutic activities. Among the abilities
that they reported were telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition and clair-
sentience. The latter ability is very closely associated with empathy in
that it involves feeling with another individual. Green's study was based
on assumptions that lend support to the present study. An assumption of
this writer regarding psychic ability in human service professionals is
that if human service professionals believe in the existence of ESP they
may find it expedient to accept and understand their clients who claim to
have the ability or they become aware of extra-sensory abilities in their
own functioning.
The foregoing studies have provided a background for the acceptance
of extra-sensory perception as a definable and measurable trait in human
abilities. Studies of the relationship of ESP to other human variables
suggest a need for more extensive studies and use of additional psychometric
measures to gain additional knowledge of the relationship between ESP and
empathy, as well as other therapeutic abilities displayed by human service
professionals or trainees.
1
Nancy Ellen Green, "Psychic Abilities in the World of a Psychologi
cal Counselor ."Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, School of Professional Psy
chology, San Diego, California, 1977.
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Psi-Hltting or Psi-Missing
The scoring and interpretation of ESP results represent rather
unorthodox analyses in regard to Psi-Hitting or Psi-Missing. The latter
represents the primary dependent variables for parapsychologists. This
phenomena has been demonstrated in a variety of studies, for illustrative
purposes. Child and Levi conducted several psi experiments with simple
targets such as the 5 geometric symbols on ESP cards. After the incidences
of positive scoring, individuals on successive tests demonstrated consis
tently negative scoring. This is interpreted as psi-missing, which con
stitutes unconscious evasion of the targets. Levels of significance were
established for these tests with the same statistical reasoning applied to
psi-hitting. According to J. B. Rhine, in tests where subjects must com
plete several runs, they may have to force themselves to guess until the
test is completed. What are considered as long monotonous runs by subjects,
can produce tension and frustration. The elusive nature of psi- or extra
sensory ability under test conditions is attributed to a variation in mental
states. Rhine maintains that psi is a stable trait, and that psychological
factors are the source of uncertainty. The reality is that psi-missing is
as verifiable as psi-hitting. Results show, as the subjects shift from mis
sing to hitting and back again in U curves as they go from trial to trial
within the segment, and from one segment to another in the run, we see that
2
these unconscious errors and successes are only a shade apart.
Irving L. Child and Ariel Levi, "Psi-Missing in Free Response
Settings." Journal of the American Society for Psychical Research, 73
(1979), 273-289.
2
J. B. Rhine, "Psi-Missing Re-examined," Journal of Psychology,
1 (1969):18-39.
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Unless one considers the meaning of psi-missing in examining ESP
test results, many tests would be meaningless. Analyses may be made for
displacement effect but these are difficult to execute. The displacement
effect was examined by Soal and Bateman. Subjects may miss immediate tar
gets but exhibit psx-hitting on targets following the direct target. In
the present study, no analyses were made for displacement effects. The
occurrence of psi-missing is considered in the discussion of the results.
The literature reviewed may ba summarized as follows:
The characteristics of extra-sensory perception are identifiable.
Extra-sensory perception is considered in the light of tradition-
able psychological theories.
Experiments in extra-sensory perception report significant and
non-significant results.
Psi-missing and psi-hitting both reflect the effects of internal
emotional states rather than the absence of psi-ability.
The foregoing studies and theoretical assumptions are significant in point
ing up the need for continued research in the area of extra-sensory percep
tion in relation to personality or cognitive variables that may influence
the helping process. There is no paucity of experimental data on ESP. On
the other hand, experimental studies of extra-sensory perception in relation
ship to empathy have not been reported in the literature. A number of
theorists cited in this section have made statements and observations indi
cating their belief in the relatedness of the two variables. It is antici
pated that other empirical studies of extra-sensory perception and empathy
will be initiated by researchers and published in current scientific and
scholarly literature.
^■S. G. Soal and F. Bateman, "Modern Experiments in Telepathy."
(New Haven: Harvard University Press, 1954), p. 113.
CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
This chapter presents a discussion of the design of the studys the
locale, of the study, and a description of the subjects. A summary of the
experimental training procedure is also included. The instruments used
in the study are discussed and the justification for their use is explained.
The method of collecting the data and the statistics used to analyze the
data are also described.
The purpose of the study was to compare the impact of meditation
training and empathy training on the empathy test scores of undergraduate
subjects who aspire to be human service professionals. A second aspect of
the study was an analysis of. relationship of the subjects' scores earned
on the Empathy Test of the Counseling Skills Evaluation with their scores
earned on the Zener ESP Test.
The study employed a randomized block design. This design is com
monly used when the number of subjects available for research is few and
there is a need for experimental control of individual differences. Accord
ing to Kerlinger, such a design is practical when one has the opportunity
to try a training method of some educational innovation only once.
Through this design, subjects are blocked on a co-variate prior to
Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Social Research (New York: Holt,
Bhlaehart and Winston,, 1975), p, 311.
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the experimental treatment. The subjects in each block are then randomly
assigned to a treatment or a control group. In the present study the
blocking variable consisted of scores earned by subjects on an audio-taped
version of the CSE Empathy Test. In utilizing the empathy scores for block
ing, the procedure conformed to the requirement to block subjects on a
variable which is known to correlate with the criterion. The post treatment
scores earned on the Empathy Test provided the criterion for analysis. A






































































John T. Roscoe, Fundamental Research for the Behavioral Sciences,
Edition (New York: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, 1975), pp. 202-205.
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Locale of the Study
The study was conducted in the Psychology Department of Morehouse
College. Three large classrooir and a small seminar room were used as
the sites for orientation, conducting the training, collecting the data
and for storage of materials. The college is a member of the Atlanta Uni
versity System. The student enrollment is mainly male, yet several females
from other colleges in the University Center also take courses within the
department.
In view of the fact the training was conducted in the evening when
other classes were suspended, the location was appropriate for the train
ing activities. The classrooms are traditionally equipped with movable
desks, two walls of chalkboards, a large desk in each room and a large
movable table. The rooms were well-lighted, well ventilated and fairly
free of distraction. The training rooms were located in such a manner that
different groups did not interact to any great extent during the evenings
of the training except during the pre-test and post test periods. There
were no other individuals present during the training except the experimen
ter, the trainers, the participants and two research assistants.
Subjects
The subjects of the study were 42 junior and senior undergraduates
attending four of the colleges in the Atlanta University Center. All sub
jects in the study have expressed an interest in pursuing human service
careers. Twenty-five male and seventeen, female students participated in
the study. The ages of the subjects ranged from 19-23. The average age
of the subjects was 20.8 years. The distribution of subjects by sex, aca-
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demic classification and career choice is represented in Tables II and
III.
Table II












Totals 12 30 42
A distribution of the career choices of the trainees is shown in
Table III.
Table III








































Totals 16 26 42
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All of the subjects were volunteers who responded to announcements
in classes, letters and bulletin board notices. Individuals who respon
ded to recruitment efforts each filled out a research interest form. Of
the sixty-nine volunteers, fifty subjects were randomly selected as de
scribed in the procedure section of this chapter. Although the experi
mental design called for forty-five subjects, extra subjects were selected
to accommodate the drop-out factor. Six subjects dropped out of the study.
In order to have data for equal groups, only scores for complete blocks
were retained.
Procedure
The trainers for the experiment were selected on the basis of their
special qualifications and experiences in the area of training. For the
meditation training, an individual was selected who holds a master of Social
Work degree and has a broad knowledge of Zen, Yoga and Transcendental medi
tation. The trainer was selected from among 4 individuals who were inter
ested in conducting the training. In his therapeutic work with clients,
the trainer frequently teaches them meditation. He has provided training
and consultation to professional and paraprofessionsl groups on techniques
of meditation and has developed a series of audio-tapes on meditation. During
meetings with the trainer, it was explained that his main responsibility was
to provide training to the subjects and to help to organize the materials
and the instruments before and after the experiment.
The trainer for the empathy group holds a M.A. in psychology. He was
selected from among h interested professionals because of his extensive ex
perience in training groups, his serious interest in the experiment, and the
experimenter's knowledge of his competence through direct observations,
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references and personal interview. He is the clinical director of a resi
dential program for offenders.
Prior to the training, conferences were held with both trainers to
familiarize them with the experimental procedure and to review the con
tent to be used in the training. There were several weeks of dialogue and
individual conferences before the actual experiment vas conducted.
The monitor for the control group holds a B.S. degree in Education
and has had further graduate work in Music and Business. He is a versatile
musician and has an excellent collection of records and tapes and enjoys
sharing his hobby with others. It was conveyed to him that his group was
to have interesting and enjoyable experiences with music. The experimenter
assisted him in outlining the experience and collecting the materials.
In view of the fact that the activities for the control group would
be qualitatively different than those of the experimental groups, it was
agreed upon that their sessions might be shorter.
No comprehensive explanation of the dependent variables nor the
hypotheses was communicated to any of the trainers. They were simply told
that the goal of training was to provide the subjects with experiences that
would enrich their knowledge and help them to be more competent in their
future careers.
The experimental assistants were a work study student from the media
center, and a graduate student. Their assistance was utilized in preparing
the materials and setting up the equipment and facilities.
Description of the Instruments
The Counseling Skills Evaluation (Empathy Scale)
The Counseling Skills Evaluation consists of a 16 mm film which por
trays simulations of clients relating serious emotional or situational prob-
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leras to a counselor. There are twelve episodes, each of which is followed
by five different counselor responses. Subjects are to rate each counselor
statement on an empathy scale of one to five. These statements range from
a very low expression of empathy or helpfulness to one that represents the
optimum level of empathic expression.
The instrument was developed by Sidney Wolfe and associates to aid
in the screening, evaluating and training of helping personnel. The authors
of the Counseling Skills Evaluation based their empathy contents and mea
suring criteria on the. extensive body of information extracted from the re
search of Truax, Carkhuff, Berenson and Wolf. Carkhuff has determined that
competent judges can determine the empathic level of human service profes
sionals by using operationally defined scales to assess their discrimination
by rating empathic responses. The key to empathy ratings are the relation
of the helper's response to the helpee's emotions and content. The cri
terion for the ratings are based on the evaluation of empathic responses
selected by highly trained professionals. Respondents in a testing situa
tion may select statements that are identified as high in empathy and by
their ratings of statements indicate their ability to recognize empathy.
The writer believes that an individual may recognize high levels of empathy
and yet not always express high levels of empathy in actual helping situa
tions. It is important however, that a trainer be able to determine an
individual's potential for expressing empathy.
Wolf and Wolf, The Counseling Skills Evaluation'Manual, p. 1.
2
Carkhuff, Helping and Human Relations, pp. 169-173,
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Ratings of helper effectiveness that, are based on observations of
actual or role-played sessions are limited by the narrow range of clients
or client problems and may preclude fair comparisons. Standardized stimu
lus materials such as those provided in the film are rated and compared
more efficiently.
The content of the CSE was obtained by having therapists and counse.
lors write responses to client statements to compile a large variety of
statements that would contain very helpful or very harmful responses. The
final selection of the responses was done by professional judges who were
highly skillful and effective as helpers and who scored in the highly dis
criminating range of the Carkhuff Scale. Modal ratings of the judges were
selected for the scoring key, used to compare test subjects' ratings with
the judges' ratings. The final refinement of the content led to the de
velopment of a 5 point scale ranging from Destructive to Very Helpful.
The scale for measuring empathy incorporates the criteria set by
Carkhuff.
1. The helper is listening. He communicates no awareness of
the client's expressed feelings.
2. The helper responds partly to the client's expressed feelings,
and subtracts from the communications of the helpee.
3. The helper expresses essentially the same feeling and mean
ing as the client, and his expressions are interchangeable.
4. The helper adds deeper feeling and meaning and this helps
the client to express feelings that he was previously unable
to express.
5. The helper responds with accuracy to all of the helpee's
deeper as well as surface feelings and is tuned into the
Wolf and Wolf, ^oungeling_Skills Evaluation Manual, p. 1.
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helper's wave length.
Wolf's scale is presented below to show the rating points for the
counselor's responses.
1 173 2 273 ™3~~ 3,5 4 ' 473 ' 5
Destructive Minimally Very
Helpful' Helpful
The reliability of the Counseling Skills Evaluation was determined
by administering the instrument to several groups of helpers and was in
dexed by Cronbach's coefficient Alpha.. Several different groups were used
to establish the reliability norms including undergraduate Alcoholism Train
ing Staff, Counselors, paraprofessional trainees, drug addiction counselors,
psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, high school principles and
school nurses. The highest reliability was found for psychiatrists, social
workers, psychologists and psychiatric aid29(,Qi,) . The next highest relia
bility coefficient was for undergraduates and training staff personnel (.92).
For all samples combined, the coefficient Alpha for the test was .89. In
struments developed by other researchers for group tests of empathy have
yielded comparable raliabilities. In group tests using statements to be
rated, the following coefficients were cited; Truax, Carkhuff and Kadman,





Carl B. Truax, Robert R. Carkhuff and Frank Kadman, "Relationships
Between Therapist Offered Conditions and Patient Change in Group Psycho
therapy," Journal of Clinical Psychology 21 (September 1965): 327-329; Carl
B. Truax and D. G. Wargo, "Psychotherapeutic Encounters That Change Behavior,"
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In their validation study Wolf and Wolf found that each of the sub
jects' ratings of the episodes were positively correlated with their scores
on the overall test. For 800 subjects the correlations ranged from +.51
to +.85.1
The Counseling Skills Evaluation was selected on the basis of its
reported validity, reliability and ease of scoring. To obtain ratings
for subjects, the film must be presented and each episode is rated by
placing a number on lines provided on a record sheet. Each subject will
rate 60 responses. Once the exercise is completed, the subject's ratings
are subtracted from the rating of the experts. The total of the difference,
scores is divided by the number of responses to yield an average difference
score for each subject. The difference scores were used as the basis for
statistical analysis of the. subjects' performance relative to the hypotheses
of the study.
A table of the percentile ranks for Empathy Test Scores is presented
below:
Table IV









American Journal of Psychotherapy 24 (January 1966): 499-520; Robert J.
Campbell, Worman Kagan and David Krathwohl, "The Development and Valida>
tion of a Scale to Measure Affective Sensitivity (Empathy), Journal of
Counseling Psychology 18 (May 1971): 407-412.
Ttolf and Wolf, The Counseling Skills Manual, p, 13.
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Table I? (Continued)


















































The Counseling Skills Evaluation provides standardized instructions
for administration that are part of the filmed presentation. During the
test, the administrator should have a reproduction of the. record sheet pro
jected on a chalkboard or overhead projector to reinforce and clarify the
filmed instructions. The Empathy Test may be completed in 24 minutes; so
minutes was provided during the experiment to allow for questions, passing
out and collection of materials, and checking to assure that subjects were
adhering to the standardized test procedures.
Conditions for testing recommended by the authors, included good
lighting, adequate space, establishing rapport and clarifying instructions.
The Zener ESP Test
The Zener ESP Test was developed by Dr. Joseph B. Rhine. The idea
for the test, however, came from Sir Francis Bacon in 1627. He suggested
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that a practical way of testing the paranormal is by guessing the symbols on
1
cards. For many experiments the standard playing card suit symbols were
used before the geometric symbols were developed by Rhine and Dr. Karl
2
Zener.
The ESP Test consists of a standard size pack of twenty-five cards,
each having a single geometric symbol, either a star, a circle, a cross, a
square, and three wavy lines. There are 5 cards printed with each symbol
\ in the pack. There is a record sheet on which the subject records answers.
This version of the test may use an open pack which has an irregular num
ber of cards and a random selection of the symbols. Dr. Rhine concluded
that more important than the cards themselves, was the statistical apprai-
3
sals that could be accomplished through their use. Since 1931, the cards
have been used in thousands of experiments on which statistical analyses
were made to determine the extra-sensory performance of subjects. The stan
dard deviation is the yardstick for measuring the significance of the scores.
The subject's score is the actual number of hits earned out of the
total possible correct guesses above the chance expectation.
In the present experiment a closed pack was used. The number of
trials was 25 allowing for a possibility of 250 hits.
Reliability studies of ESP card tests yield fairly low reliability
because of the unconscious nature of the phenomenon. The average reliability
Wolman, Handbook of Parapsychology, p. 204.
2
J. B. Rhine, ESP; Frontier Science of the Mind (New York: Farrar
Rhine, New Frontiers of the Mind, pp. 64-67.
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for ESP card test data is .30, repeated tests of high scoring individuals
over long periods give higher reliability.1
The variety of methods of conducting ESP Tests for GESP are too
numerous to mention here. Two of the methods in popular use are described
below.
1. GESP - Individual Subjects
The experimenter shuffles the cards. The subject is seated
_ . behind a screening device or with his back to the experimenter.
A signalling device is used so the subject can indicate when he
is ready to guess a card. The experimenter picks up a card,
looks at it and places them in order in another pile. The sub
ject records each guess or call on the record sheet. The order
of the guesses is matched with the experimenter's order. After
all cards are called (25 for 1 run) the experimenter uses a
newly shuffled deck to continue the next run or set of trials.
2. G.E.S.P. Test - Group of Subjects
The experimenter prepares individual target sheets for each
subject. This is done by shuffling the deck and copying the
resulting order on the record sheet. Each sheet is numbered and
placed in an opaque manila envelope and sealed. A record sheet
is placed on the outside of the envelope directly over the con
cealed record sheet. An envelope and record sheet is distribu
ted to each subject and they are to write in the call columns the
symbols they think will match those that are already written on
the enclosed record sheet. The calls are later matched with the
pre-selected ones by scorers who circle the correct calls and add
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up the totals for all columns. For accuracy, two or three blind
scorings are made. Once scores are obtained, they are subjected
to the standard statistical analysis depending upon the hypothe
ses and purpose of the experiment. A reproduction of the cards
symbols and the record sheet are presented in the appendix.
The Zener ESP test was chosen over the scores of methods used to
obtain ESP scores because it is the most standardized method developed to
date..
The test can be administered by a novice or by experienced researchers
with comparable success if all testing condition are controlled according to
instructions.
Group ESP tests should be conducted in settings free from distrac
tion and in a pleasant relaxed atmosphere. The most important ingredient
is the spirit generated. It is important for the experimenter-to be enthusi
astic and interested. The technique for testing should be well-worked out
in advance. The experimenter has administered the Zener Test on many occa
sions to individuals and groups. An attempt was made to provide pleasant,
relaxed, distraction-free surroundings for the administration of the test.
Research Procedure and Methodology
Relevant literature was examined prior to the design and execution
of the study. The instruments were selected and pre-tested on three dif
ferent groups.
Trainers were recruited and conferences were held with the three indi
viduals selected. Agreements were made about the content of the training.
1
Louisa E. Rhine, 'Manual for Introductory Experiments in Parapsychol
ogy (Durham, North Carolina: Institute for Parapsychology, 1974), p. 3.
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The subjects selected for the study were volunteers who responded
to announcements and letters distributed in classes, and to notices placed
on message boards in classroom buildings, dormitories and lounga areas
throughout the Atlanta University Center. Subjects who were interested in par
ticipating, obtained research interest reply forms from the experimenter
or through professors who agreed to cooperate with the experimenter. Once
the applications were returned, all subjects who indicated a career goal in
some area of human service were placed on a roster. Names of the subjects
were placed on oak tag discs and placed in a cannister. Fifty discs were
selected at random. Although the experimental design called for 45 subjects,
the extra subjects were selected to accommodate the drop out factor. Among
the selected subjects there were 29 males and 21 females. Previous expe
rience has shown the difficulty of holding volunteer subjects.
Subjects who were selected for the training were notified of their
acceptance and were asked to sign contracts to participate in the training
for four evenings. The contract was utilized with the reasoning that sign
ing an agreement would be somewhat more binding than a verbal commitment.
The schedule of the training was posted and simple instructions were given
as to where and when subjects were to report.
The experimenter and the assistants duplicated and organized the
necessary materials, a thorough discussion and review of the training pro
cedures were carried out with the trainers. It was communicated that sub
ject? would be randomly assigned to the experimental and control groups. A
roster of the participants was given to each trainer the first evening of
the training.
The target selections for the ESP Test, were recorded and sealed in
envelopes. These ware locked in a secure closet until they were needed at
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the end of the experiment.
On the first night of the experiment all 50 subjects convened in a
large room for orientation and the pre-test.
After having students sign in, the experimenter thanked them for
their participation. During the orientation, the experimenter explained
to the subjects,
"I am interested in finding out more about the
traits and characteristics of individuals who want to
go into professions that provide services to other
individuals."
"Just as a preliminary investigation, what are
some of the services that professionals provide for
individuals or groups to either improve their per
sonal well-being or solve their problems?"
A number of participants responded and related a variety of servi
ces including teaching, medicine, mental health services and social servi
ces.
"What are some of the traits.or knowledge you
believe all individuals who work with other individuals
or groups should have?"
Some of the traits listed were as follows;
1. intelligence











12. respect for all human beings
"You certainly know a lot about the traits that
are effective in working with other human beings in
a helpful manner. For the next few evenings you will
participate in some experiences that shoul I help you
to understand more about these traits and how to de
velop them more fully. You will be randomly assigned
to one of three groups in which you will have some en
joyable experiences^ discussions and activities that
help you learn more about yourself in relation to some
of the traits we have discussed. The first activity
of the experience will be a film that will help you
understand something about people and their problems.
I would like for you to react to the film according
to instructions given. You will have a sheet on which
to record your reactions."
Several students asked a variety of questions. All questions seemed
to be answered satisfactorily without giving specific information about the
training. When it was apparent that most inquiries and curiosities were
satisfied, the experimenter asked the assistant to bring the projector into
the room.
The experimenter explained> "The film will only be shown once. You
must attend to it carefully and try not to disturb others by talking, laugh
ing, gesturing or other distracting behavior." A copy of the test record
sheet was projected to reinforce the instructions that were provided on the
film, the projector was stopped to determine if everyone understood the pro
cedure. The film was reset at the starting frame and the Counseling Skills
Evaluation was completed. After the film was over, the experimenter checked
each record sheet with the help of an assistant and collected the record
sheets. The subjects were advised of where to report for the next evening's
activity and dismissed.
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The CSE record sheets were checked and scored. They were re-scored
for accuracy by two assistants who were not present at the time of the pre
test, but were instructed earlier how to check the scoring. Once obtained,
the scores were ranked from low to high. The lower scores representing the
least difference in the subject's ratings and the experts' ratings. Using
a table of random numbers, subjects were randomly assigned as a block (three
subjects to each block), to each of the experimental groups. The extra sub
jects were kept in reserve for possible assignment if there were drop-outs.
(The first three subjects were each randomly assigned to the meditation (1)
empathy, (2) and control group respectively.) The same procedure was used
for the next block of three and the remainder of the blocks.
On the second evening of the experiment, all subjects assembled in
a large classroom. Attendance was taken and the experimenter checked off
the named of those present from the group assignment lists. The trainers
were provided with a list of their trainees and were introduced to the group.
Two subjects did not come at the time the training was to begin. This re
sulted in the need to reassign the extra subjects. This was done by flipping
a coin. After all groups were assigned, the subjects and the trainers went
to their respective training areas.
Experimental Training - Meditation
Evening I
Subjects participated in get-acquainted exercise. It is entitled
"Who Am I." The exercise was answered in writing and responses were dis-
cussed.
The trainer asked each subject to pair up with someone and discuss
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what they knew about meditation and to share any experiences they may have
had with the process. After 3 minutes, the subjects returned to the lar
ger group and shared their findings. None of the subjects were regular
meditators, two had tried to learn meditation by reading, but felt they
had not been able to accomplish the technique.
The trainer gave a lecturette on Zen Meditation. He described the
philosophy, historical background, vocabulary and provided examples of
the effects of the Zen experience. Quotations from some of the Zen masters
including Buddha, Hui-Seng, Tosotu.
The subjects were carried through a relaxation technique through
audio-taped directions (musical background). Following the relaxation
exercise, subjects reported their experiences.
The final activity of the evening was an introduction to the Zen
breathing techniques and sitting postures. Individualized assistance was
given to each individual. When it appeared that subjects understood the
procedure, they went through a short meditation period.
Each subject was asked to try the technique on their own the next
morning or sometiras early in the day before coming to the training.
Evening II
The group assembled in their training area. To begin the evening,
subjects were asked to report on their meditation experiences attempted
at home. Several subjects asked questions about their experiences and the
trainer assured them that there was a range of experiences for individuals
who meditate.
The trainer lecture " on the Yoga school of meditation and provided
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information about the Yoga masters including Yogananda, Maharishi, Krishna,
and Patanjali. He read quotes from passages in the Yoga Sutras. Subjects
were invited to comment on the passages and ask questions.
Techniques of Yoga meditation were described and demonstrated. These
techniques included lotus position, the Prahna (breathing), meditating on an
object and the use of a mantra.
After a short break, the trainer resumed the topic of Zen meditation.
During the lecture, he explained the concept of "Satori" which means insight
and enlightenment. The value of reading extensively into the literature of
different Zen and Yoga masters was explained. Some books were suggested for
further study. Some titles given were: Buddhist Meditation by Conze, The
Teachings of the Compassionate Buddha by Burt, Meditation by Smith, A History
of Zen Buddhism by Dumoulin, Varieties of Mystical Experience b3? O'Brien, and
A History of Zen by Edward Maupin.
The concept of the Koan or philosophical question was explained. It
was explained that the Koan does not have a specific answer, but the capacity
to lead the. student ue the "aha" or enlightenment that goes beyond reason or
logic.
An example of the kinds of Koans used for enlightenment were given.
Each subject was given a Koan fcc contemplate silently for five minutes.
How does a wing fly?
Describe silence.
What is the eye that dees not see?
All is nothing, nothing is all.
What is the sound of one handclapping?
Describe a melted snowflake.
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Where does the mind end?
Subjects were asked to form triads to discuss their "koans" with
other individuals.
The final activity of the evening was a relaxation exercise provi
ded on a tape cassette. This was in preparation for the meditation to
follow.
When the trainer was assured that subjects were relaxed, instruc
tions for meditation were provided through an audio-tape. Instructions
were as follows:
"Sit with your back straight, but not rigid. Rest your
arms gently at your side. Rest your hands on your lap,
palms up or palms down. Bring your attention to the most
noticeable point of touch where the breath enters the
nostrils. Feel the cool tingling sensation. Now let your
attention move to the movement of your abdomen and fill
your body cavity with air. Feel your abdomen become flat
as you slowly force all of the air out of your body into
the room. Concentrate on your "breathing in and breathing
out." "Breathing in and breathing out." Do not think abour
breathing. Become one with each breath. You may say to
yourself one, one_, one. If you desire you may repeat this
four or five times.
Thoughts will come into your mind. They will float up like
bubbles from the bottom of a pool. One, two, three or several
ideas, sounds, sensations may seem to distract you. Let them
float up and pass away. As you focus on your breathing, the
ideas, sounds and sensations will fade away.
You may now feel a little uncomfortable or anxious. Shift
around a little until you find just the spot that relieves
the discomfort. Now you feel the tension going because you
are attending to your breathing. The thoughts come and float
away as you feel the coming and going of your breath. See,
hear and feel each breath. Each breath is unique. Breath is
going in stopping, and coming out. Breathing is going on by
itself. Your body is relaxed now. Your eyes are restful,
there is no tightness anywhere. You are aware, you know you
feel, you hear your breath come and go. Just awareness and
breathing. Stay, don't let your mind pull you away. Gently,
return to the breath. The body now breathes by itself. Each
breath is unique. Each moment is new. Moment to moment ob-
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jects arise and float away in the vast ocean of the mind. You
are aware, thoughts are simply passing through the ocean of your
mind. Floating away... lightly like wind-blor-m features. All
sounds are floating away. All feelings are passing away. What
we think is passing away. Whatever is, is not. Just as your
breath now. Coming in stopping, going, coming stopping going.
Thoughts goings feelings floating, sensation sensing. Every
thing is going into nothing except breathing, (pause several
minutes). You can now return to seeing and feeling and thinking
as you open your eyes. There is no rush, you may wish to take a
moment or two longer. We welcome your return (end of tape),"
Following the meditation, subjects were asked to share their expe
riences. Among the experiences reported were feeling good, feeling wise,
feeling peaceful and calm, feeling light, having a tickle sensation, almost
invisible, feeling alert, and knowing that something good was occurring
somewhere. These feelings are frequently reported by habitual meditators.
All indications were that all of the group were learning the techniques
effectively.
During the meditation, lights were cut and candles were lit at oppo
site ends of the room. This is a frequent technique used to create an atmos
phere that reduces distraction such as various stimuli that would command
one's attention in a highly illuminated room.
Subjects were permitted to ask questions or share any other thoughts
or feelings they had.
Before the session terminated, the trainer reminded the subjects to
meditate the following morning for at least a few minutes so they would not
forget the technique.
Evening III
On the final day of the training, subjects were asked to briefly
recapitulate the things they remembered about the previous lectures. Each
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individual was given three minutes to write down his or her report. Sub
jects were asked to share their knowledge with the group if they so de
sired. All subjects participated in the reporting of their observations.
The trainer lectures briefly about other types of meditation. He
gave special attention to the similarities in the different methods.
Transcendental meditation is the most frequently reported method
of meditation in the U.S. It is estimated that over 20 million Americans
practice the technique. The trainer pointed out the costs of learning T.M.
He also related some of the reported benefits of T.M. These included re
laxed states, reduced anxiety, reduction in heart and pulse rate, increased
mental alertness and better memory.
Spiritual meditation was explained to the subjects. The elements
of spiritual meditation that were emphasized were, the effectiveness of
short prayers to be used like a mantra and imaging. He read several exam
ples of spiritual meditations. These were selected from Meditations of
Paramansa Yogananda, Moments with My Master by Judith Koehiger, and Growth
Through Meditation by Fay C. Oliver.
A list of references were given to the subjects to assist them in
furthering their knowledge. Among the books suggested were How to Meditate.
Lawrence Le Shan, Meditation by Alan Watts, Varieties of Meditative Expe
riences by Daniel Curtis and Transcendental Meditation by Maharishi Mahesh
Yoga9 The Transcendental Meditation Pfliner by Patricia Hemmingway, and The
Experience of Insight, A Natural Unfolding by Joseph Goldstein. The above
activities occupied a period of approximately an hour and one half.
After a short break, the group arranged the chairs and dimmed the
lights to prepare for meditation.
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The trainer asked the subjects to assume the meditative posture.
The particular posture as described earlier was as follows:
"Sit with your back straight and your feet slightly
apart. Rest your arms lightly next to your body. Turn
your hands palms up or palms down, whichever is more fom-
fortable. Let your head lean slightly forward. Gently
close your eyes and focus your sight tovard your eyelids.
Relax your haad and shoulders, your chest, yoi. r abdomen,
your thighs, your legs, your feet, your toes. Breathe in,
fill your insides with air, release the air. Concentrate
on your breathing. You ars now ready to enter meditation."
The trainer turned on a cassette recording for the guided medita
tion. After the allotted period of meditation, the subjects were permit
ted to sit a little longer if they desired or to move about the roovn. Sub
jects were advised that there was another part of the training that would
follow in a few minutes. All subjects completed a written experience eval
uation. Several students browsed through the books and talked among them




Subjects in the control group V/ere introduced to their monitor and pro-
ceeded to their activity area. After attendance was taken, subjects were
asked to relate what kinds of music they enjoyed. There was an informal rap
session about music. The trainer explained that in the first part of the
evening he would play some records depicting the development of Black music
starting with African Rhythms. He played excerpts from an album entitled
Negro Folk Music of Africa and America, by Ethnic Folkways Library. Sub
jects were asked to give their impressions of the early rhythms as compared
to modern day rhythms.
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Records of early jazz musicians who were popular in the 1930's and
\ 1940's were played. This included songs by Fats Waller, Art Tatua,Jelly
Roll Morton, Jiirmy Lunceford and James Johnson. Subjects reacted to the
music by commenting on the selections and pointing out similarities or
differences,
A short biographical sketch was given of each musician.
The next group of records were renditions of jazz from the 1940's
to the 1950's. The musicians featured in the selections were the Modern
Jazz Quartet, Charlie Mingus, Charlie Parker, Bud Powell Trio, Charlie
Christian, Scott Joplin and Jimmy Blanton. After each selection, the
trainer commented on the significance of each musician's contribution to
the field of jazz. Subjects were allowed to ask questions and to make
comments.
A select group of records representing the Be-Bop era were played.
The musicians featured were King Pleasure, Dizzie Gillespie, Kennie Clark,
Louis Armstrong. After each excerpt, subjects were asked for feedback or
comments.
The third group of selections featured three decades of the music
of Duke Ellington;, Count Basie, Lionel Hampton, Erroll Garner, Kai Winding
and Ramsey Lewis, Subjects were asked to comment on the changes or
similarities they would identify in arrangements or instrumentation of the
various artists.
A list of names was written on the chalkboard for subjects to select
a choice of records for their listening pleasures. After each selection,
subjects were permitted to comment on the selections if they so desired.
The total session lasted about 3 hours.
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Some subjects stayed to talk to the trainer and to write down the
names of artists that they wished to learn more about. The trainer invited




The activities of the second evening began with the trainer reques
ting subjects who had brought in recordings to share with the groups. Three
subjects brought in L, P. records which were played for the groups' listen
ing pleasure. Each student explained what they liked about the selections they
chose.
Music selections for the rest of the evening presented vocal jazz per
formers. The artists included both male and female performers.
Before each selection was played, the trainer made some brief state
ments about each artist's life and career.
The vocalists included the following female artists: Bessie Smith,
Bessie Jackson, Maxina Sullivan, Esther Phillips, Pearl Bailey, Lil Green,
Dinah Washington, Sarah Vaughn, Lena Home, Billie Holliday, Ella Fitzgerald,
Aretha Franklin, Minnie Ripperton and Dionne Warwick.
After each song or excerpts, subjects were asked to comment on the
styles and arrangements of the particular rendition.
The final segment of the evening's activities was the presentation
of songs by male artists. >
Selections were played from albums or single records. Among the
artists featured were Orlando Robinson, Sara Cooke, Nat King Cole, Bill Kenny,
Al Greene, Arthur Prysock, Billy Eckstine, Lou Rawls, Billy Daniels, Oscar
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Browne, Cab Calloway, James Brown and Lonnie Green, Sammy Davis, Jr., Barry
White, Steve Word, Ray Charles, Johnny Mathis and Marvin Gaye comprised
the final group of vocalists that were presented to the group.
After listening to the various artists, the trainer asks the subjects
to write a short essay about their impressions of some of the artists. These
impressions were later shared in small groups of three or four subjects.
A few single records were played for the listening pleasure of the
subjects. Some of the subjects asked permission to dance and this was per^-
mitted. The group was formally dismissed at 9:30 p.m.
Evening III
The evening began with a short lecture about the similarity between
Gospel music and jazz. Subjects were brought into a discussion by having
them comment on several gospel records played by the trainer.
The first group of records featured some early recording artists.
These included Clara Ward, The Paine Singers, Thomas Dorsey, Mahalia Jackson
and Brother Joe Mays. After each selection was played, subjects were allowed
to make comments or ask questions.
Another group of records featured contemporary gospel artists with
choral groups as back up singers. The performers presented were The Angelic
Gospel Choir, The John Haysen Singers, The James Cleveland Singers, Shirley
Caesar and the All Stars, Brother Joseph Franklin and the Franklin Singers,
The Institutional Baptist Choir, The Voices of Christ, and the Atlanta Phil
harmonic Choir. From time to time the trainer provided anecdotes or vignettes
about the group or individual performers. He also commented on the various
styles and arrangements reflected in the music.
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After the segment was completed, subjects were given a short break
to write down names of albums or engage in conversation.
The trainer showed slides with taped music accompaniments. The
music was a pot pourri of contemporary rock and disco music. Among thr
musical groups providing the background music were the O'Jays, Earth Wind
and Fire, Slave, The Average White Band,Holls Royce, Ashford and Simpson,
Peaches and Herb, Cool and the Gang, Sheik and The Commodores, Following
this experience, the trainer asked subjects to give their opinion of disco
music as compared to the other types of music they had listened to. A
rather lengthy discussion followed. The trainer played soft music while
the discussion continued.
Upon the termination cf the discussion, the trainer announced that
students should remain for the final part of the training. The subjects
completed an experience evaluation by completing a short written form. The




The training session began with a warm up experience. Subjects were
asked to mill around the group and look at each participant without speak
ing. After two minutes,, each individual chose a partner to engage in dia
logue. The only requirement was that the dialogue begin with a compliment
or positive statement. Each member of the dyad was to respond to the state
ment and therebybegin the dialogue. The objective of the dialogue was to
learn something unique or unusual about the individual that was not known to
a lot of individuals. After the short dialogue, individuals reassembled into
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a large group and shared the impressions and information with the other
subjects.
The content of the training was taken from "Tune In and Listen,»
a course to teach empathy. The materials consists of 12 cassette tapes,
an instructor's manual and a series of response sheets for subjects to
write out certain exercises that help them to demonstrate the principles
and techniques developed in the training. Although the training workshop
is packaged, it provides for flexibility and modification of the content
and procedures by the trainer.1
In an attempt to provide a background for the training the trainer
gave a comprehensive lecture on empathy. To begin the lecture, empathy
was defined. Considerable attention was given to the role of empathy in
helping situations as well as everyday life. A description of the five
levels of empathy were presented during the lecture. The importance of
empathy in relation to other helping variables was also discussed. It was
also.explained that individuals have different levels of empathy and that
it may increase or decrease. Finally, the trainer briefly outlined the
objectives and activities that would be pursued for the next three evenings.
Subjects were allowed to ask questions for a brief period of time.
Before the participant training activities began, the trainer ex
plained the importance of confidentiality. He solicited the commitment of
all trainees to conform to the rules of confidentiality through the training
experience.
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The furniture was ar?:aiged in s. circular manner to give a greater
sense of cohesiveness to the group. Space was also cleared to allow for
activities that required moving around the room or forming small groups.
Evening I
Feelings At War Within Me
Trainer: "In this next 25 minutes you will attempt to recog
nize conflicting feelings within yourself. I want
you to recognize the war which takes place between
how you think you should feel and how you actually
feel. You are to listen to internal voices that are
your feelings on the one hand the censor that says
how you feel."
Exercise I
Subjects were asked to move around the room to form a dyad with
another person. The instructions were to sit facing one another without
talking or touching to try to read the other's feelings. After three
minutes, subjects formed a large group and answered the following questions
through discussion:
How did you feel during the exercise ?
What kind of feelings did you read in your partner?
How did you try to communicate your feelings to others?
The next part of the exercise required subjects to identify a situa
tion in their own lives in which they had conflicts between what they
"should" feel and what they actually "did feel," Some examples were given
to illustrate the difference in a "do feel" and a "should feel" experience.
An illustration is given below.
I do feel 'I should feel
"This guy turns me off." "You ought to want to help
him. That's what you are,"
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The exercise required subjects to write down ten situations in which they
indicated their actual feelings and xdiat they thought their feelings should
be. After completing the written exercises, subjects were asked to choose
a partner and sit together in order to discuss the information. The trainer
moved among the small groups to encourage the honest sharing. When this
activity was completed, the large group reassembled. A summary statement
regarding conflict in feelings was provided by the trainer. He explained
that the next activity would give the subjects skill in expressing feelings.
Expressing Feelings
Trainer: "We spend a lot of energy and place our selves under
strain trying to hold our feelings back. This makes
us uncomfortable and at tines may cause a sensation
of pain. Once we express our feelings, we may have a
sense of pleasure or relief. If we are angry with a
parent, a friend or a boss, and we hold back our feel
ings, we feel literally miserable. It may be a feel
ing of heat all over your body. A feeling of a lump
or a pain in your chest or a sense of weight and heavi
ness on your shoulders. When you finally get a chance
to even curse under your breath, it may feel so-oo-oo-
good. Even sometimes a fight makes people feel relief.
If we are sad and try to hide that feeling it may also
cause a sense of pain inside one's body.
Subjects were told to take a sheet of paper and write down 2 head
ings, Motive and Purposes. Each subject wrote a response to the statement,
"I need to talk to you." They also wrote on paper what they thought the
person was trying to say. When all responses were written down, the subjects
shared their responses with other members of the group. Following the above
activity, the trainer gave several examples of "feeling" statements as con
trasted to "thought" statements.
Subjects were asked to pair up with someone to discuss feelings that
they found difficult to express. They were also instructed to think of verbal
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ways to honestly express their feelings. Each individual was to try out
these ways of sharing his feelings with his partner.
After the completion of the exercise, subjects were asked a series
of questions. These were as follows:
Did you have any strong feelings?
Did you recognize what the feelings were?
Did you express your feelings or just your thoughts about feelings?
Each subject responded to the questions verbally when he was called
upon. A general discussion about feelings followed. At the end of the dis
cussion, subjects were allowed a short break before beginning the next activ
ity of the evening.
The final activity of the evening was a review of the ideas about
empathy presented in the opening lecture. Subjects were also helped to see
how their exercises on feelings related to empathy. At the close of the re
view, subjects were dismissed.
Evening II
Total Listening
The session began with the taking of attendance. As a warm-up exer
cise, subjects were asked to pair up with another individual. The task was
to use the hands and eyes to communicate information about each person's
activities during the day. Each partner of the dyad was given the opportunity
to interpret the hand and eye message of the one who acted as sender. After
this activity, the planned training activities began.
Trainer:
Exercise I
"During this session you will be learning some new
concepts. We will also have you participate in
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some experiences that will help you practice
tuning into and recognizing the feelings of
others. Pair up with another individual or two
if there is an odd person. Sit in your chairs back
forward' I"/* ^ ±n tO yOur °M ^"ngs. Leanforward and do not come into contact with your chair
or another individual. (after a minute) Now lean
back and let your backs touch! Try to tune into
your partner's feelings! Notice his or her body'
toL'nf^-11"^ thG person's felines by noticing the
tone of his voice, rate of speech, loudness and rate
of breathing. "Turn around and face your partners!
Have a conversation about their feelings without words.'
You may look, gesture or touch, but not talk." (after
several minutes) stop! Now talk about your feelings
and also time-in and listen to your partner about his
said!" 6lln8S- D° not JudSe or analyze what is beihg
After several minutes, subjects were asked to form a large group
and to discuss their experiences in the small groups. The trainer gave the
group a list of clues that people use to attend to and recognize the feel
ings of others. These clues included, voice tone, facial_ex£ression, body,
language, eve^ove^t, and the na^e_of_Jth^hr^e^x2ressed. Each member
of the group was given a slip of paper with a feeling to express non-verbally.
The trainer summarized the concepts of "Total Listening" for the sub
jects. Included in the concepts were, attention, active^istenin^, observing.
behavior, inferring meaning, and readiness_tp_res£ond.
Exercise II
The subjects participated in a listening exercise in which excerpts
from clients' statements were presented on a cassette tape. At intervals, '
the trainer stopped the cassette and allowed the subjects to state what they^
had heard and to infer meaning from the content of the statements. The
group gave feedback to each participant regarding the quality of his or her




The Art of Paraphrasing
The first activity of the evening was a lecture review of the ac
tions in the empathy process. Elements in the process that subjects had
experiences in the early sessions were, "Tune into your own feelings,"
Express your own feelings, and "Tune-Into-Others' feelings." Subjects were
given an opportunity to ask questions before proceeding to the next activity.
Trainer; "In this segment you will focus on the toughest
part, that of responding to the feelings of ano
ther m a way that he knows you have heard, under
stood and accepted his feelings. The final ph*«e
of empathy win be approached from four different
angles. The remaining hours in the workshop will
focus on the art of "Paraphrasing"; "Levels of Em
pathy and "Skill Practice." In the session in
which you are now involved you will be responding
with empathy through the use of paraphrases. Para-
™?lt-i, ?r°b?ly the m°St iraP°rtant single concept
and skill in the empathy process. During the next
90 minutes you will be asked to do some extensive
practice with paraphrasing."
The trainer gave a comprehensive explanation of the significance of
the paraphrasing process. He gave examples of paraphrasing, and the way to
check one's perceptions and understanding of what the other person is say
ing. He pointed out the divisions of paraphrasing. The first was, "Imita
ting what you heard," the second was "Paraphrasing the feelings," and the
third was Attending to the feelings and paraphrasing them.
Exercise I
Students were given a list on the chalkboard of examples of different
levels and divisions of paraphrasing. The trainer elaborated on the nature
of paraphrasing. Subjects then listened to excerpts of dialogues presented
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Exercise I
Students were given a list on the chalkboard of examples of differ
ent levels and divisions of paraphrasing. The trainer elaborated on the
nature of paraphrasing. Subjects thon listened to excerpts of dialogues
presented on a cassette tape and were asked to write a paraphrase for each
statement. After students had read their paraphrases, the trainer gave
examples of effective paraphrasing for each statement. He also explained
the importance of paraphrasing non-verbal as well as verbal behavior.
Exercise II
During the cecond part of the session, subjects arranged themselves
in groups of three or four. The groups were instructed to have a ten-
minute conversation on the topic, "When I'm Angry With Someone, It Is Best
to Just Let Him Have It." The first speaker was to start the conversation
and each other individual must paraphrase what the previous speaker had
said, to the speaker's satisfaction before he could add his own ideas. The
goal was to stretch the ability to paraphrase to its limit. After the exer
cise, the trainer asked the subjects questions about their experiences.
Some of the questions were:
Did you paraphrase the others' statements to his satisfaction?
Were you uptight about the statements you made?
Did others have difficulty paraphrasing you?
Subjects responded to the questions individually and gave feedback
to other memberis of the group.
To wrap up this segment of the session, the trainer elaborated on
the paraphrase process and gave subjects additional criteria for evalua-
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ting their paraphrasing statements.
Exercise HI
Subjects were asked to divide into two groups. They were given
the task again of paraphrasing the statements of others in the group.
For a period of several minutes, instructions were given for subjects to
employ the rules for paraphrasing that were explained earlier in the
session.
When the time allotted for the exercise was completed, the trainer
suggested that subjects use the art of paraphrasing in their daily conver




The trainer began the evening by having subjects pair up with ano
ther individual and hold a five minute conversation about how they had
used the art of paraphrasing in their previous days' activity. After the
allotted time, the subjects formed one group to receive instructions for
the rest of the training session.
Exercise I
Trainer: "In this session you will learn five response modes
which are a classification system for evaluating all
possible responses. One of the categories is the
paraphrase response which is the heart of empathy.
You will attempt to identify these responses as clearly
as possible in order to see the empathy response in the
context of all possible responses. You'll identify
your own habits and typical modes of responding and will
work on the art and skill of paraphrasing responses. The
five modes of response are evaluating, interpreting, sup
porting, probing, and understanding."
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In the first episode, you will hear a speaker present
3 aspects of problems facing him. You will listen to
the statements and write your response to this person
in one or two sentences on the sheet of paper provided.
Write your response as if you were actually having a
conversation with the person. I will give you about a
minute to write the response after each statement."
Exercise I
Subjects listened to each statement presen ted on cassette tape.
Each wrote a response to the statements as directed. When all responses
xvere recorded, the trainer gave a short lecture on the intent behind each
response category. Subjects were encouraged to take notes.
In summary, he explained the following:
1« An evaluating response is an intention on the part of the
responder to make a judgement or give advice.
2. An interpreting response is intended to teach and tell a person
what his problem means or what caused it.
3. A supporting response intends to reassure the other person or
dilute the intensity of that feeling by giving a soothing response
4. A probing response is intended to get more information and indi
cates that the responder wants to find out something that nas not
been said.
5. The paraphrase intends to check on whether the responder sees
or feels the problem of the speaker.
Tapel exerpts of the modes and categories of responses were played to pro
vide examples of the intent of the exchange between a helper and a helpee,
Exercise II
All subjects were instructed to listen to a taped statement. They
were directed to write a response to the statement that demonstrated each
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of the response categories. Dpon completion of the written exercise, sub
jects were asked to discuss their responses in . group. r,,e trainer facil
itated the discussion to keep the group focusing „„ the essential elements
of identifying the specific response -odes and to encourage each group .—
her to share their information.
Another statement was played for the group. The statement was followed
by five different responses, each representing the categories described ear
lier. Subjects were then asked to look at the first three responses that
were made to a statement early in the session. Each response was then
asked to try to classify their response style. The final part of the exercise
was to have each member of the group read their statements and have other
^bers take three or four minutes to comment on the responses that were made.
Students were asked to help members of the group understand their response
styles. Upon the completion of this exercise, subjects were allowed to break
for 10 minutes.
me second part of the session began with a lecture on the five levels
of empathy. Statements were listed on the board that represented the five
levels of empathy. A summary of the description of these levels is given
below.
Level l. The helper is listening. He communicates no awareness
of the client's expressed feelings and expressions.
Level 2. The helper responds partly to the client's expressed
feelings.
Level 3. The helper expresses essentially the same effect and
meaning as the client.
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Level 4. The helper adds deeper feelings and meaning and this
helps the client to manifest feelings he was unable to
share previously.
Level 5. The helper adds significantly to the client's feeling
and meaning. He responds with full awareness of who
the client, is.
Exercise III
The next activity required subjects to listen to taped excerpts
of problems and the responses to the problems. Using the empathy scale,
subjects rated the responses given to each problem excerpt. After all
responses were rated,the subjects discussed their ratings within the group.
The trainer later provided the subjects with the correct ratings for the
excerpts and explained the reasons for each rating.
For the second part of the exercise, subjects were given the direc
tive to divide into triads or groups of four if there was an odd person.
Strips of paper with problem statements were randomly selected from a box.
These statements were read in turn by each member of the small groups. The
speaker was responded to by one member of the group. The other members
rated the empatbic statement of the responder. Ratings were shared and dis
cussed using the empathy criteria presented earlier. The groups continued
the skills practice until all the statements were responded to and rated.
The final activity of the training session was a question and answer
period. The trainer had the group respond to questions about the concepts
and skills covered over the total sessions. Subjects were also asked to
verbally share their feelings and conclusions about the total training ex-
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perience. The discussion lasted for a considerable period.
Each subject was asked to complete an anonymous evaluation of the
training experience. The group moved from the training area to join the
other experimental groups for the final phase of the experiment.
Data Collection
All subjects gathered in a large room to participate in the post
experiment testing. When all subjects were accounted for, the experimen
ter asked the trainers to wait in another office until the post tests were
completed. The experimental assistants brought in the projector, the test
response sheets and the ESP envelopes to be used in the testing period.
Once all subjects were assembled, the experimenter assisted the
subjects in arranging their desks so they were placed at a comfortable dis
tance from each other. All subjects were asked to put any objects out of
reach except for their writing tools. Most subjects had ball point pens
as requested but a few had to use pencils. Forty-four subjects were ran
domly seated in the testing area to prevent the training groups from clus
tering. After a few minutes subjects settled down and the experimenter
asked for all talking and noise to cease. When all subjects were quiet and
attentive, the ESP envelopes were distributed randomly with the test sheets
face down. Subjects were instructed not to handle materials until instruc
tions were given. It was stressed that any unsealed envelopes could not be
used in the study and therefore they should not be opened under any circum
stances.
To assure that subjects would be thoroughly familiar with the geome
tric symbols to be selected for the Zener ESP Test, a reproduction of the
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symbols was projected on a screen for the subjects to scrutinize. A
reproduction of the test blank was reproduced en the chalkboard to demon
strate the method of recording responses. Time was allowed for subjects
to ask questions. Once all questions were answered, the experimenter asked
all subjects to refrain from any further talking. Subjects were instruc
ted to use a signal of extending two fingers if they needed any further
assistance. It was emphasized that a quiet non-distracting atmosphere
would assure the best performance.
Instructions for the Zener Test were recorded on cassette. A tran
script of the instructions is shown below:
Trainer: You are now going to demonstrate an ability
that we all have to some degree yet it is seldom
measured. The ability is known as extra-sensory
perception or ESP. Extra-sensory perception is a
way of knowing about objects, events or situations
that exist or occur without using our ordinary five
senses. There are 250 symbols in each envelope.
Each individual has a different order of the symbols.
You are to use your extra-sensory ability to guess
the order of the symbols that I showed you on the
chart. Any other symbols will not count.
I want you to relax and let your mind gently receive
the information about the symbols that are in your
envelopes... Relax as completely as you can and clear
your mind of all other thoughts... As you relax and
your mind slows downs you will be able to call or per
ceive many of the symbols in accurate order. Mark your
guess down as quickly as it comes into your mind...
Right now, I want you to gently close your eyes and take
three deep breaths... Let's breathe. Inhale deeply...
deeply... and now let the breath out. Again... inhale
deeply and fill your lungs and your body with air until
you feel filled up. Now let the air out slowly and com
pletely. Let all the tension go from your forehead...
your neck... your shoulders, your chest... your abdomen.
Let your arms hang loose and relaxed. Take another deep
breath. Fill your body with air... now let it out. Re
lax the lower part of your body. Feel the tension go out
of your hips, your thighs, your calves, your ankles, your
toes... Now, your mind and body should be relaxed. Now
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that you are at ease, you will be able to call the
symbols and write them down on your test sheat...
Remember, let your mind be open and receptive to the
information about the symbols. When I raise my arm
you may begin to record your responses. When you
have recorded all of your guesses and completed all
the columns, place your envelope with the record sheet
face down and place it at the side of your desk. Do
not talk, just relax until the others have completed
their sheets, I will signal when the time is up. Now
let me see all eyes looking at me. Do not pick up your
pencils until I raise my arm..."
The signal was given and subjects began to record their responses.
Twenty minutes were alloted for the test. All subjects completed the test
in 18 minutes. Test materials were checked and collected by the experi
menter and an assistant who was called into the room when the test was com
pleted. The test materials were placed in two cardboard boxes, taped se
curely and locked in a closet that could only be opened by the daytime de
partment secretary.
Following the ESP Test, subjects were permitted to talk or smoke
for five minutes. At a signal from the experimenter, subjects were alerted
to return to their test ready positions. When all subjects were seated
and quiet, the test record foims were distributed. The experimenter ex
plained the necessity of maintaining a quiet relaxed atmosphere. After a
few minutes of settling down it was evident that subjects were ready to
begin the Empathy Test. The film of the test was switched on and the narra
tor repeated the standardized instructions for completing the test. The
instructions indicated when to begin and end the test. The total time of
the test was 36 minutes. All test materials were collected and accounted
for.
The trainers were called back into the room after the tests were
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collected. Each one gave a closing statement and thanked the subjects
for participating in the study. The experimenter also thanked the sub
jects and advised them that they were free to leave or remain to talk with
the trainers.
Treatment of the Data
The hypotheses tested in this study are stated in the null form
below.
1. There is no significant statistical difference between the.
Empathy Test scores of the subjects trained in empathy skills
and the subjects who receive no training.
2. There is no significant statistical difference between the
Empathy,Test scores of the subjects trained in meditation and
the subjects who do not receive training,
3. There is no significant statistical difference between the
Empathy Test scores of the subjects trained in empathy skills
and the subjects trained in meditation.
4. There is no significant correlation between the Empathy Test
scores and the ESP Test scores of the subjects trained in
empathy skills.
5. There is no significant correlation between the Empathy Test
scores and the ESP Test scores of the subjects trained in
meditation.
6. There is no significant correlation between the Empathy Test
scores and the. ESP Test scores of the subjects who do not
receive training.
7. There is no significant correlation between the Empathy Test
scores and the ESP Test scores of all subjects including
those in the training groups and the non-training groups.
In order to test the above hypotheses, the following procedure was
followed.
The Empathy Test and the Zener ESP Test were checked and scored by
three professional individuals, two psychologists and a school counselor.
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This procedure was followed to insure the greatest degree of objectivity
in scoring. All tests were triple checked for error. A final check of
the test items was made by the experimenter to verify the accuracy of the
scoring.
The data obtained from the tests was organized and entered into the
computer at Atlanta University and again at Georgia Technical Institute
to confirm the accuracy of the statistical programs used in the analysis.
The level of significance for the statistical interpretations was set at
.05.
A post-hoc e-teat statistic for the treatment group Beaa8 was ob
tained to determine the significance of the difference between the
This treatment tested hypotheses I, II and m. A treatment by ^
analysis of variance vas used to determine the variance between the blocks
and within the blocks.
A Pearson's Product Moment Correlation was calculated to measure
the correlation between the Empathy Test and the Zener Test, and therefore,
to test hypotheses 4, 5, 6, and 7. A test-retest reliability coefficient
for the apathy Test was calculated to obtain further information about the
instrument. The analyses employed in this study were those appropriate to
test the hypotheses stated.
This chapter has presented a description of the design of the experi
ment. A de8Cription of the locale of the study and the type of subjects was
included in the chapter. The instruments used in the study was described
and the justification for their use was explained. A summary of the experi
mental activities of the three groups has been provided. Finally, the method
of collecting the data and the steps executed in treating the data were ex-
plained.
CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
OF THE DATA
The data are presented in this chapter. The data are organized
in the same sequence as the null hypotheses are stated in the previous
chapter.
The statistical test, used for hypotheses 1 through 3 was the t-
test for matched pairs. For hypothesis 3A, the statistical test used was
a randomized block ANOVA. To tfst hypotheses 4 through 7, the Pearson
Product Moment Correlation was used.
The present study has been executed to compare the effects of two
different experimental treatments on the empathy scores of undergraduate
subjects who plan to pursue careers in human service. The study also
sought to determine if there was any relationship between the empathy
scores of the subjects and their extra-sensory scores.
Introduction
Empathy training has been frequently employed to produce or increase
empathy in helper trainees. The researcher assumed that meditation train
ing might be as effective as empathy training in producing empathy in sub
jects who plan to enter human service careers. Assuming that empathy tests
are valid, subjects trained in empathy should earn higher scores on empathy
tests than subjects who do not receive training. One would also expect
that subjects trained in meditation would earn higher scores on an empathy
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test than subjects who did not receive training. On the other hand, It
may be that one type of training may not be superior to another in de
veloping empathy. If this be true, then empathy may be related to some
other trait, in this instance, extra-senscry perception. To seek answers
to these questions, the researcher carried out an experimental study
whereby one group of subjects was trained in empathy, another in medita
tion while a third group served as a control. The raw test scores of the
subjects are presented in Table V and Table VI.
The research sample consisted of 25 male and 17 female undergraduate
subjects from the Atlanta University Center undergraduate colleges. By
using the randomized block method of grouping subjects, all subjects had
an equal chance of being assigned to any one of the experimental groups.
Table V
Distribution of Raw Scores on the Counseling
Skills Evaluation Training Groups
N Empathy Meditation Control
1 1.22 .86 .38
2 1.38 1.35 1.48
3 1.38 1.41 1.68
4 1.46 1.32 1.34
5 1.36 1.54 1.91
6 1.63 1.45 1.45
7 1.35 1.40 1.67
8 1.55 1.24 1.55
9 1.65 1.45 1.70
10 1.63 1.19 1.20
11 0.56 1.42 1.92
12 1.70 1.35 1.91
13 1.87 1.73 1.92

































































Figures 1 and 2 offer a graphic representation of the pattern of
relationships betx^een the empathy scores and the ESP scores of all sub
jects. The inverse relationship of the scores show a trend for subjects
with better empathy scores to earn better ESP scores.
Figure 1








— 1 1 1
Figure 2
Mean Scores on the Zener
Meditation Empathy Control Meditation Empathy Control
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Hypothesis # 1
2*™ 1S "!! statistically significant difference between
mean empathy test scores of subjects who receive train!
ing in empathy skills and the subjects who do not receive
t1r3.in.iTig •
A t. analysis of the test scores for subjects trained in empathy
and subjects who received no training yielded a t value which is not
significant at the .05 level. The mean empathy score for the empathy
group was 1.476 while the mean score for the group that received no train-
Ing was 1.565. Since there was no statistically significant difference
between the empathy scores of the two groups, the null hypothesis is accep
ted. There appears to be no significant effect of the training on the
empathy scores of the subjects. A tabulation of the t test is shown in
Table VII.
Table VII
Comparison of Empathy Scores for the Empathy Group




















Hypothec = # 2
There is no statistical. significant difference
between the mean empathy scores of the subjects trained
in meditation techniques and the subjects who do not
receive any training.
A t analysis of the test scores for the subjects trained in medi
tation and subjects who received no training yielded a t-value. of 2.31,
with a p C .038. With 13 degrees of freedom this t_ value is significant
at the .05 level of confidence. The mean empathy score for the medita
tion group was 1.400 while the mean score for the group that received no
training was 1.565.. The scoring procedure for the empathy test is ex
plained in Chapter III.
On the basis of the Rvalue obtained, the null hypothesis is rejec
ted. There is a measurable effect of meditation training upon the empathy
scores of subjects who received meditation training as compared to those
who did not receive training. Table VIII illustrates the results of the
_t-test.
Table VIII
Comparison of Empathy Scores for



















Comparison of Empathy Scores for
the Meditation Group and the
Control Group
Standard Error











There is no statistically significant difference
between the mean empathy test scores of the subiects
meditation.6mPay SklllS "* the SUbjeCtS trai*ed ln
When a Rvalue x,as computed for the subjects trained in empathy
skills and the subjects trained in meditation, a value of t - .88 with
P<.395 was obtained. With 13 degrees of freedom this t-value is not
significant at the .05 level of confidence. This indicates that the. dif
ferent methods of training did not make a significant difference in the
empathy scores of the meditation and empathy training groups. On the
basis of this information, the null hypothesis is accepted. A representa
tion of the t-test is given on Table IX.
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Table IX
Comparison of Empathy Scores













Standard Error of the
Difference Between the
Means .086







There is no statistically significant difference
between the mean empathy scores of the meditation group,
the empathy group and the group who received no training.
A randomized block ANOVA yielded an F-ratio of 1.338 with 12,261
degrees of freedom. The ratio obtained is not significant, with a p < .280.
On the basis of the F-ratio, it is concluded that the null hypothesis of
no statistically significant difference between the three groups is accep
ted. Table X represents the results of the analysis. Table XI displays
the means and standard deviations of the three groups.
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Table X
Analysis of Variance of Empathy Test Scores for






























Group Means and Percentile Ranks






















There is no statistically significant correla
tion between the empathy test scores and the ESP
test scores of the subjects trained in empathy skills.
The Pearson Product Moment Correlation was applied to the empathy
test and ESP test scores of the subjects trained in empathy skills. An
r ■ -.06 with a p>-.42 reveals a non-statistically significant correla
tion between the empathy test scores and the ESP test scores of the sub
jects. The null hypothesis is accepted.
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Hypothesis # 5
tion^T ±S "J 8tatl8«eally significant correla-
tion between the empathy test scores and the ESP test
scores of the subjects trained in meditation.
A computation of the correlation between the empathy test scores
and the ESP test scores of the meditation training group yielded a value
of r- -.425 with P<.65. This represents a non significant correlation
between the empathy test scores and the ESP test scores of the subjects
trained in meditation. On the basis of the above data, the null hypothe-
sis is accepted.
Hypothesis # 6
There is no statistically significant correla
tion between the empathy test scores and the ESP test
scores of the subjects who do not receive training?
The correlation test was" applied to the empathy test scores and
the ESP test scores of the subjects who did not receive training. A corre
lation of r- -.51 (r2 _.26) with & ?<^ ±g signlf^# ^ ^ ^ ^
this correlation, the null hypothesis is rejected.
Hypothesis # 7
There is no statistically significant correla-
Ll Teii \6mPathy t6St SCOres and the ESP test
scores of all subjects including those in the training
groups and those in the group that did not receive
training.
The correlation for the empathy and ESP test scores of all subjects
was r- -.37 with p<.008. This is a statistically significant correlation.
The null hypothesis is rejected.
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Interpretation of the Data
The findings of this study do not agree with the findings of Reddy,
Truax and Payne, Weiss and Kapp. In their research findings, subjects
trained in empathy revealed significantly higher scores on empathy tests
than subjects in the control groups. In the present study, subjects
trained in empathy did not earn significantly higher scores than the sub
jects in the control group. The empathy training group earned a mean score
of 1.465 as compared to a mean score of 1.56 for the control group. The
lower mean score of the empathy group indicates that the subjects performed
better than the control group.
Although the statistical findings do not support hypothesis # 1,
the trend toward better scores for the subjects trained in empathy is not
inconsequential. The data are sufficient to influence the researcher to
undertake additional research utilizing the selected design and the same
methods of training. The length of the training would be extended, how
ever, recognizing the limitations of 16 hours training as compared to 48
Or 60 hours.
The findings regarding the impact of meditation training indicates
that this method had a positive effect on the empathic performance cf the
subjects in the study. The lower mean score of the meditation group, as
compared to the control group is an indication that the former group dis
played more empathy on the test administered. These findings are in agree
ment with conclusions reached by other researchers. For example, Paul
Leung reported that subjects trained in Zen Meditation demonstrated higher
Reddy, "Effects of Immediate and Delayed Feedback on the Learn
ing of Empathy.":59-62; Truax, "A Scale for the Measurement of Accurate
Empathy,":36-48; ?ayne3 Weiss and Kapp, Learning Empathy,:421-437.
empathy than subjects trained in external concentration
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1
Bradford Smith reported that meditation increased empathic feelings
2
in the individuals he observed. Similar conclusions were asserted by
3
Keefe, Lesh, and Le Shan.
The higher mean scores on empathy earned by the subjects trained
in meditation as compared to the control group pointed to the benefits of
meditation training. Considering the fact that the subjects practiced
meditation for such a short period of time, further research efforts
might extend the training period with the possibility of producing even
higher empathy levels.
A non-significant correlation between the empathy and ESP scores
of the empathy training group shows there is no relationship between the
variables studied. In view of the fact that correlation coefficients for
small groups are often unstable, utilizing a larger sample might confirm or
refute the lack of relationship between empathy and ESP.
The nature of extra-sensory perception is viewed as an essentially
non-cognitive process. It shows little stability in individuals who do
not demonstrate the ability consistently. Individuals who earn high score
on extra-sensory perception have earned statistically significant scores
throughout many laboratory studies. It is through the observation of sub-
Leung, "Comparative Effects of Training in External and Internal
Control on Two Counseling Behaviors.":227-31.
2
Smith, Meditation; The Inward Art, p. 112.
3
See Keefe, "Empathy: Impact of Social Work Education," p. 89;
Lesh, "Zen Meditation and the Development of Empathy in Counselors.":
58-63; Le Shan, The Medium, The Mystic and the Physicist, p. 185.
4
James B. Rhine, Hidden Channels of the Mind (New York: William
Sloane Associates, 1961), p. 6.
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jects over many ESP trials that reliable conclusions can be made about
extra-sensory ability. Future research investigations of extra-sensory
perception should consider the importance of cumulative scores.
Several studies have been conducted to study the relationchip be
tween extra-sensory perception and other psychological and personality
variables. In many instances, only after several replications were sig
nificant relationships established. The lack of consistency in the corre
lations between empathy scores and extra-sensory scores for the empathy
and meditation group should not discourage further research efforts to in
vestigate the relationship between empathic ability and extra-sensory
ability.
A non-significant correlation between the empathy test scores and
the ESP test scores of the meditation group indicates that there is no
relationship between, the two variables for the subjects in that group.
It is interesting to note that subjects in the control group earned
the lowest mean scores of all subjects on the empathy test and the ESP test.
The significant correlation between the test scores of the subjects suggests
that there is a relationship between empathy and extra-sensory perception
scoras for the control subjects in spite of their low scores. The nature of
this relationship may become more explicit in future research studies of ES?
and empathy in the same subjects.
The significant correlation between the empathy and ESP scores of
the total group of subjects further supports the relationship between the
See H. J. Eysenckj "Personality and Extra-Sensory Perception,
Journal of the Society for Psychical Research. 44 (1967): 55-71. Eason
and Wysoski, "Extra-Sensory Perception and Intelligence,": 109-113; Moss
and Gengerelli; "ESP Effects Generated by Affective States,": 111-119.
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two variables. If both of these abilities are present in prospective
human service professionals, then they could be beneficial in their help
ing activities.
Summary of Interpretation
Empathy training did not have a significant effect on the empathy
performance of the subjects who received training as compared to the con
trol group. Meditation training, however, seemed to have a significant
effect on the empathy performance of the subjects trained in meditation
as compared to the control group. Neither empathy training nor meditation
training seemed more effective in developing empathy in the subjects who
received training in those methods.
There appears to be a positive relationship between the empathic
ability and the extra-sensory ability of subjects who did not receive
training. There is also a positive relationship between the empathic abil
ity of the total group of subjects in the study.
An understanding of the findings presented above may be facilitated
by a comparison of the subjects in this study with the normative group
upon which the measuring instrument (CSE) was standardized. Inspection of
the pre-training scores shows that the subjects of the study did not approxi
mate the performance of the normative populations. Comparisons are presen
ted below for the total study group, males and females and for the two
general career choice groups.
Table XII illustrates the pre-training empathy scores and percen-
tile ranks for the three groups of subjects. Table XIII provides a fre
quency table of the pre-training empathy scores and percentile ranks for
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the total group. As seen from Table XII the three groups of subjects
were essentially equal in empathic skills as measured by CSE.
Table XII
Distribution of Pre-Training CSE Scores



































































































Frequency Distribution of the Percentile Ranks







































Frequency Distribution of the Percentile Ranks
of Pre-Training CSE Scores

























All except two of the subjects obtained an empathy score at the 50th
percentile or below. The subjects scores represent the lower range of
scores that may be obtained on the CSE. There is no obvious explanation
as to why these subjects were all relatively low in empathy. Research has
reported that individuals in clinical training programs often show a deteri
oration of their empathy functioning levels at the end of training. Since
undergraduate study does not provide specialized training for most human
service professionals„ one might expect subjects to reveal levels of empathy
more like those in the normative group used for the CSE Standardization.
It has not yet been determined why an important trait like empathy is not
expressed at high levels by aspiring helpers.
Table XIV presents the pre-training CSE scores and percentile ranks
of the subjects according to sex.
6S-74.
Carkhuff, Kratovil and Friel, "The Effects of Professional Training.":
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Table XIV















































Psychology measures used in research are often looked at with the
abjective of comparing male and female subjects on a particular variable.
The median empathy score for the female subjects in this study was 1.54.
The median score for male subjects was 1.61. The median scores for the
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male and female subjects placed at the 30th and 40th percentiles when
compared with the norms in the test manual. This finding disagrees with
research reporting that female subjects exhibit higher empathy levels
than male subjects. In this instance there was not a large difference
between the male and female scores on empathy. This fact may have been
influenced by the generally low empathy scores of all the subjects.
Table XV shows the career choices of the subjects and their pre-
training CSE scores. For purposes of comparison, the subjects' career
choices were grouped as "psychologically oriented" and "other oriented."
Table XV
Career Choices of Subjects and Pre-Training
CSE Scores
Psychology Oriented







































































































Spence, Janet T. and Helmreich, Robert. Masculinity and Femininity.
(Austin, Texas: University of Texas Press, 1978), p. 58.
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Table XV (Continued)
Career Choices of Subjects and Pre-Training
CSE Scores
Psychology Oriented



























Median = 154 Median = 159
Studies cited earlier in this paper have reported that individuals
in human service professions who express high levels of empathy are more
effective in their work. Rogers states that the roost important factor in
being a therapeutic helper is to understand the client from the latter's
own point of view. Subjects in the present study who have chosen a career
in a psychologically oriented profession do not reveal a higher median
score than subjects who have chosen a non-psychologically oriented career.
We note again the low empathy scores of most of the subjects in the study.
It seems expedient to conclude that one can not make generalizations about
the empathy performance of the present sample in relation to other samples
with similar characteristics.
Rogers, Casrl R,, "Empathic: An Unappreciated Way of Being." The.




The problem involved in this study was to determine the effects
of two different training modalities upon the empathic skills of 42
undergraduate college students who had selected some helping profession
as a career goal. An experimental design was developed wherein the 42
subjects were randomly assigned to two experimental groups and a control
group. One experimental group was given 16 hours of didactic instructions
in empathy skills„ the other experimental group was subjected to 16 hours
of training in meditation. The control group participated in music lis
tening activities during the training period. Post-test empathy scores
for the two experimental groups were compared to each other and to the
control group.
It was also posited that different interpersonal skills may exist
within a single individual in comparable amounts. This probability led
to efforts to determine the relationship between empathic ability and
extra-sensory perception, which is the ability to perceive through other
thaii the usually identified senses. To obtain the ESP scores the Zener
ESP Test was administered to the three groups of subjects. The next step




Important concepts pertinent to the study are defined below:
Meditation - the process of stilling the mind and turning the
attention inward toward the subtle levels of the mind.
Empathy - the ability of a helper to perceive and feel into
the helpees problem situation and comunieate the quality
of that feeling in an accurate manner,152
Extra-sensory perception - the awareness of and response to an
external event or influence without utilizing the traditional
five senses.
Didactic - the method of teaching or training individuals in. a
direct, expository manner.
Experiential - a method of conveying knowledge or information
through the senses and experience.
This study was limited to the extent that the subjects in the
sample were not practicing as human service professionals and the find
ings of the study cannot actually predict how they will perform in
future professional activities. The study was further limited by the
fact that the empathy test did not yield a high test-retest reliability
coefficient for the subjects in the study.
The data of the study were analyzed in the following manner:
1. Group means were computed for the empathy test scores
and ESP scores of the subjects.
2. A test re-test reliability coefficient was computed for
the empathy test scores of all subjects.
3. A randomized block analysis of variance was computed and the
appropriate significance levels were determined.
4. The empathy test mean scores for each group were analyzed
by the j;-test of significance.
5. A Pearson Product Moment Correlation was computed for the
empathy test scores and the ESP scores of each group inde
pendently.
152
Lawrence M. Brammer, The Helping Relationship: Process and
Skills (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1973), p. 30.
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6. A Pearson Product Moment Correlation was computed for the
empathy test scores and the ESP scores of the total group.
Findings
Testing of the hypotheses of the study resulted in the following
findings:
1. A _t-ratio of .66 with 13 degrees of freedom and p > .519 was
not significant at the .05 level when the mean empathy scores
of the empathy group and the control group were compared.
2. A _t-ratio of 2.31 with 13 degrees of freedom and p < .038 was
significant at the .05 level when the mean empathy scores of
the meditation group and the control group were compared.
3. A jt-ratio of .88 with 13 degrees of freedom and p > .395 was
not significant at the .05 level when the mean empathy scores
of the meditation group and the empathy group were compared.
4. An F-ratio of 1.338 was not significant at the .05 level, for
the empathy scores of the empathy, meditation, and control
group.
5. An r of -.06 with p > .42 was not significant when the empathy
scores and the ESP scores of the empathy group were correlated.
6. An r of -.425 with p >.O65 was not significant when the empathy
scores and the ESP scores of the meditation group were corre
lated.
7. An r of -.51 with p < .03 was significant when the empathy
scores and the ESP scores of the control group were correlated.
8. An r of -.37 with p < .008 was significant when the empathy
scores and the ESP scores of all subjects were correlated.
Conclusions
Within the limitations of the study the following conclusions may
be drawn:
1. The null hypothesis of no significant difference between the
empathy scores of the empathy group and the control group is
accepted. Subjects trained in empathy did not earn signifi







The null hypothesis of no significant difference between the
empathy scores of the meditation group and the control group
is^rejected. Meditation training indicates a trend toward
influencing higher empathy performance for subjects trained
in the technique.
The null hypothesis of no significant difference betwean the
empathy scores of the empathy group and the control group is
accepted. Empathy training did not have a significant effect
on empathy scores.
The null hypothesis that there is no significant difference be
tween the mean empathy scores of the empathy, meditation, and
control group is accepted. There were no significant inter
action effects of the total group of subjects.
The null hypothesis of no significant correlation between the
empathy scores and the ESP scores of the empathy group is ac
cepted. Subjects on the whole did not show similar levels of
performance on the empathy test and the ESP test.
The null hypothesis of no significant correlation between the
empathy scores and the ESP scores of the meditation group is
accepted. There is no relationship between the empathy test
performance and the ESP test performance of the subjects who
received meditation training.
The null hypothesis of no significant correlation between the
empathy test scores and the ESP test scores of the control
group is rejected. There is a positive relationship between
the empathy test performance and the ESP test performance of
the subjects in the control group.
The null hypothesis of no significant correlation between the
empathy test scores and the ESP test scores of the empathy,
meditation and control groups combined is rejected. There is
a positive relationship between the empathy test performance
and the ESP test performance of the total group of subiects in
the study.
Implications
The analysis and interpretation of the data in this study supports
the following implications:
1, Short term training methods to develop empathy skills may not
produce significant results for all samples,
2. Didactic empathy training does not seem to be significantly
better than other types of training in producing empathy.
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3. There is a need to continue the development of empathy assess
ment instruments in view of the fact that their construct
validity and accuracy of measurement is not firmly established.
4. The positive effects of meditation training on empathy perform
ance would make it expedient to use meditation as an adjunct
method in training programs.
5. It would be expedient to conduct further research using a ran
domized block design with a larger sample of subjects to
determine the influence of sample size on the experimental out
comes.
6. From the data collected in the study, extra-sensory ability is
positively related to empathic ability. Further research should
be conducted to better understand how to exploit this relation
ship.
7. It would seem beneficial to provide a variety of activities and
methods to help trainees to become aware of and to utilize
their extra-sensory ability as a helping tool.
8. Observing that a 16 hours training period could reveal some
significant findings regarding empathic ability, a training
period of 50 to 60 hours might yield even more significant
findings about the training methods.
Recommendations
The results of this study have introduced some areas of inquiry that
merit further research. The recommendations are as follows:
1. Further research studies employing the Counseling Skills Evalu
ation Empathy Test should be conducted to learn more about its
potentials as an accurate measuring instrument for empathic
ability in trainees and practitioners.
2. It would be beneficial to replicate the present study using
the same, research design with a larger sample of subjects with
similar characteristics and administering some other measure of
empathy.
3. The use of meditation training in short or long term training
should be considered by trainers as an effective method of
enhancing empathic ability.
4. Short term training periods should be extended to 50 or 60
hours with the possibility of obtaining more significant
findings about the training methods used in the study.
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5. Further research should be conducted to investigate methods
for enhancing extra-sensory perception.
6. An effort should he made to identify and develop other instru
ments or methods of verifying the existence of extra-sensory
perception.
Other researchers should consider the possibility that the use of
the CSE as the criteria for grouping subjects may influence experimental
outcomes. The present research was based on the assumption that such in
fluence, if any, would be negligible, or if there is an influence, the
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